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ABSTRACT
A Proposed Model for the Operation of Schools in the
Imo State of Nigeria:
A Collaborative Basis

Between State and Church
(February
Raphael

1

981

Nwafor Njoku, B.A., University of Nigeria
M.S., Fordham University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Harvey

B.

Scribner

This study concerns itself with the Imo State of Nigeria, its
past practices in education, and what the researcher believes the pattern of education for the future should be.

The analysis of Nigeria's

problems in educating its youth surfaces the age-old issues of the

separation of church and state.
A significant part of the study was the identification of critical

issues to be resolved in the planning of

public education and

a

a

country's system of

survey of the attitudes and perceptions of

selected Nigerian elites regarding those issues.

A second aspect of

the study is the outlining of a model

system for Nigeria

educational

based in part on the "survey of the Nigerian elites" and the experiences
of the researcher who has been

a

participant observer of the Nigerian

system of education for ten years.
The survey instrument used was

arranged on

a

a

questionnaire of twenty items

five-point Likert Scale ranging from "Strongly Agree" to

"Strongly Disagree."

All

the respondents had experienced the church-

state related education in both Nigeria and the United States.
vii

Issues identified on which the survey instrument was
created

were those of:
1.

The diversity of people in Nigeria;

2.

The right of each person to freedom of worship;

3.

The right to choose from optional ways for

becoming educated;
4.

Tax levies which benefit the child as distinct
from benefit to religion.

The data collected showed that

a

majority (91.6%) of the

Nigerians sampled favored the existence of both public and churchrelated schools.

A plurality of the respondents (49.1%) indicated they

would like to see the state fund the church schools.
On the basis of the above considerations, the researcher made

the following recommendations:
1.

That the right of parents to determine what
type of education their children should receive
and who should provide such education should
be respected and guarded.

2.

That both public and church schools should be

permitted to operate in Nigeria.
3.

That church schools should not be funded with
public monies.

4.

That the public school

system should be

expanded, emphasized and encouraged to meet
the needs of all youth.
vi

i i

5.

That the public schools must not be used
for purposes of indoctrination in denominational

religion, though comparative religion

may be taught.
6.

That those benefits offered by the state that
go directly to the children should be extended
to all

children, irrespective of the schools

they attend.
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Church-state controversy in colonial Nigeria had been felt even
as far back as 1936 when the state had to intervene in favor
of teach-

ers who were employed by the Church of Scotland Mission in the
town of

Calabar.

The mission had embarked upon wage reduction as

the great depression of the early 1930's.

a

result of

Many of the emerging nations

of Africa (e.g., Ghana and Tanzania) did experience that uneasiness in

church-state relations in education after independence.

Each country

has attempted to solve the problem in its own way depending on the local

conditions.
During the colonial era in these African countries, from mid-

nineteenth century to mid-twentieth century, the church worked in close

cooperation with the government; thus

a

tradition was established

whereby the Christian churches pioneered Western education.

Nigeria is

an example.

The close cooperation beween church and government is shown in
an account by Crowder

(1966).

In

his description of the situation in

Lagos in 1852, he showed that Britain's decision to depose King Kosoko
of Lagos was, in part, as

a

result of pressure from the missionaries

^In Tanzania, for example, the state has taken over all

schools.

the

2

who found his slave trading prejudicial

to the development of legiti-

mate trade in the area.
From the state's viewpoint, it is generally acceptable
that the

primary purpose of education in Nigeria is to help the
child take his
or her place in society as a developed and productive citizen.

The

church may put the salvation of the soul as primary, regarding everything about life on earth as only transient.

These differences in

philosophy, as held by the church on the one hand and the state on the
other, may account, in part, for disagreements as to what type of education the child should receive and who should give such education.

The

researcher is of the opinion that the state should regard every
school child as its ward and should be willing to aid the child, at

least in some measure, no matter what school the child attends.

Put

simply, money should follow the child.
Parental rights are viewed by the typical Nigerian community as

fundamental and one which should be respected.

This includes the right

of parents to determine what type of education their children should

receive.

If the church has any power in this controversial

area, it

probably derives its power to educate children from the parents.

Abernethy (1957) doubts if the church can properly claim that source of
power.

The researcher believes the child is too important to society to
be the victim of a struggle between church and state over the question of

^Michael Crowder, A Short History of Nigeria (New York:
Federick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1966), p. 145.'

3

his education.

There should be

concerned and in the overall

a

solution acceptable to all parties

interest of the learner and the nation.

The writer contends that the church and the state can
and should work

together in education, with the state having the overall control

Statement of the Problem

The history of Western education in Nigeria between 1842 and

1970 was that of keen rivalry between the various reliqious groups over
the establishment and control

of schools.

It nearly amounted to the

ecclesiastical partition of the country as each denomination struggled
for

a

cal

area became associated with

sphere of influence within the country.
a

A particular geographi-

particular religious denomination.

Crowder (1966) referred to this devisive influence of the Christian
churches by associating the church of Scotland Mission with the province of Calabar; the Church Missionary Society with the Niger Delta
and up the Niger; the Methodists, the Church Missionary Society, and
the Baptists with Yorubaland.

3

There was unnecessary duplication of

effort on the part of the missionaries and their client communities.
This could be seen in

a

village having two to three schools when, in

fact, one could have served the community more effectively and economi-

cally.

Probably, the least desirable aspect of the religious mis-

sionary work was the division it created among the natives who otherwise

^

Ibid

.

,

p.

143.

4

had shared common traditional

was

a

religion.

Catholic, a Protestant or

a

Muslim.

Thus, it came to matter if one

Wynne (1971) remarks that

religion in schools has often led to protests about indoctrination.
The more saddening aspect of it, he said, was that one religious
faith
has tried to assert its supremacy by trying to refute the claims
of

another.

4

Interdenominational marriage was frowned upon and seeds of

discord sprang up everywhere, watered by the reliqious groups.
National

politics developed

a

religious flavor as the religious groups

were known to be at the background of political turmoils.
tions by parents who professed

frequent.

a

Demonstra-

particular belief pattern became more

This was particularly the case when the government attempted

to launch its Universal

time in the late 1950's.

Primary Education scheme (U.P.E.) for the first
The missionaries worked against the project,

rather indirectly, through parents in an effort to defeat it.
A categorization of the schools include:
1.

Government Schools.

This type of school

is

managed directly by the Ministry of Education
and funded entirely from the public treasury.

Such schools are extremely few in number and

admission into them highly competitive.

The

schools include the elementary and secondary
school, as well as teacher training colleges.

4

J. G. Wynne, "Religious Education in West African Schools," in
West African Journal of Education, October 1971, p. 216.

5

Parochial Schools.

2.

These were run by the church

agencies and represented some two-thirds of the
total

number of schools available in the state.

They received government assistance by way of
grants-in-aid.
Private Non-Sectarian Schools.

3.

These were

schools run by individuals or groups of two to
three persons in partnership.

The religious

tone of such schools, if any, was dependent
upon the religion of the proprietor.

Street Academies.

4.

These were run by individuals

for children who did not or could not get into
the regular high school, for one reason or

another.

Such schools received no aid from the

government and were frequently ordered to close
down

Nigeria returned to the civilian rule in October 1979, after

thirteen years of military rule.

The researcher believes the above prob-

lems were "buried" by the military but are sure to "resurrect" with the

return of

a

civilian government.

Some of the questions that are being

posed now by Nigerians and which this study seeks to answer include:
1.

Can the nation afford interdenominational

rivalry over the control of schools as was the
case earl ier?

6

2.

Will

the former system of grants-in-aid
continue

on the same terms as before national

indepen-

dence?
3.

What should be the basis of compromise, if any,

between church and state over the issue of
schools control?
4.

Should the state socialize youths through the
public schools, or should that responsibility
be delegated to the church?

5.

Are the parochial schools inferior to the public

schools in terms of achievement?
6.

Should all Nigerian children receive the same
type of education as is given in public schools?

7.

Will morality collapse if denominational

religion is not taught in the schools?
The researcher sees the above questions as crucial and should
be answered by Nigerians.

The answers are likely to form the basis for

decision-making in church-state relations

in

Nigeria for the future.

Purposes of the Study

The first purpose of this study is to produce

operation of the Nigerian schools on
church and state.

model

for the

collaborative basis between

As a step toward developing the model, the problems

of church and state relations will
rent perspectives.

a

a

be examined

in

Historically, private schools

historical and curin

Nigeria functioned

7

on a

grants-in-aid" system during the colonial
era.

The first major

government aid to education was in 1887 when
the administration

in

Lagos made a grant of L200 (two-hundred
pounds sterling) to each of the
three missionary societies who ran schools
in the Colony of Lagos.
Phi

1 1

ipson (1948) records that five years after the
handing out of the

above grant, the first Education Ordinance was
enacted, providing,
among other things, grants in aid of school
buildings and teachers'
salaries.

5

(All

money expended by the state followed the child.)

Education was performed by both state and church.

In

1970, the policy

changed and all education which was state-supported
was administered

directly by the state.

The nation has experienced two systems of funding for
educa-

(1980).
tion.

The current period is from 1960 to the present

The first (1900-1960) is the grants-in-aid system whereby
church

and individual

proprietors ran the schools on behalf of the state and

were funded by the state.

This lasted until

1969.

The second system

which dates from 1970 is that of control and management by the state.
The second purpose of the study is to assemble and analyze the

views of a cross-section of Nigerian intellectuals in the United States
on the entire issue of church-state relations as they affect education
in Nigeria.

Such views will be analyzed and will be reflected in the

proposed model
The third and last purpose of the study aims at providing the

researcher,

a

potential

5

school

administrator, practice

Grants-in-Aid of Education
S. Phil 1 ipson
Government Printer, 1948), p. 12.
,

in

in

developing

Nigeria (Lagos:

8

skills necessary for input in the decision-making
process.

Significance of the Study

Although church and state have had well over

a

century of part-

nership in education in colonial Nigeria, where the role
of one ended
and where the role of the other began were not clearly
defined.

This

can be seen in the conflict in role between church and state,
soon

after independence.

This study will aim at analyzing the church and

state conflict with the possibility of pinpointing the areas of conflict.

By identifying the nature of the role conflict, one step shall

have been taken toward

a

possible solution.

This study will attempt to generate

a

model

for collaboration

between church and state which hopefully will serve as resource material

for decision makers in education in Nigeria.

It will

define the role of the church as well as that of the state
tion.

attempt to
in

educa-

The researcher recognizes the fact that it is impossible to

find a solution that will

satisfy every member of the public, but he

hopes that through his contribution, more people will appreciate the

problem more, and thus face it more realistically.
The United States offers an example of church and state separation as defined in its constitution.

Although the concept of separa-

tion is entrenched in the constitution, numerous court cases have

arisen over its interpretation.

Illustrations based on the United

States experience will be freely used.

9

Scope of the Study

The study will focus on the Imo State, which is one of the

states in Eastern Nigeria.

Imo State has been selected for the purposes

of this study because it is one of the states of Eastern Nigeria where
the Christian Missionaries made much impact on education.

the researcher is
tional

a

Furthermore,

native of Imo State and has taught at various educa-

institutions in the state, including the government, parochial

and private non-sectarian schools.

The schools in the Imo State have

been the center of contention between state and church including all

aspects of education--elementary schools, secondary schools and teacher
training institutions.

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this study can be grouped under two broad

headings
1.

Those limitations which owe their origin to the
subject matter studied.

This includes the fact

that although the Federal Constitution of

Nigeria makes it clear that no religion can be
state religion, the issue of complete separation between church and state is not emphasized.

This study, therefore, is not based on complete

separation of the two institutions.

10

2.

The second category of limitations has to
do with
the research procedure itself.

These include all

the factors that impinge upon the data in one way
or the other.

Some of the factors are listed as

follows
(a) This study is

essentially descriptive

and is not designed to test any hypothesis.
(b)

The population surveyed is made up of

those who may be described as. the elites
of Nigeria, away from home.

The findings

cannot, therefore, be used to generalize
for all Nigerians.
(c)

Those surveyed may be influenced by

church-state relations in the United
States where they reside at the time of
the study.

This influence was reduced

by making clear reference to Nigeria
on the instructions page of the question-

naire.
(d)

There is no guarantee that all

Nigerians of Imo State origin, who reside
in

New York City, were listed.

This is

because it is not likely that all of them
are members of their divisional union.

11

(e)

Some private students are not listed
at
the offices of the Nigerian Consulate
in

New York.

This makes a complete list

of the population surveyed likely to
be

incomplete.
(f)

The problem of low rate of return of

questionnaires.

This was overcome

through the researcher's follow-up visit
to New York City and parts of New Jersey,

for purposes of contact with several

respondents
(g)

In order to forestall

the tendency for a

respondent to answer in

a

manner that he

or she would regard as "socially accept-

able," rather than with conviction, the

questionnaire was made anonymous and confidential

.

Underlying Assumptions

This study is based on the following assumptions:
1.

That in Nigeria, the church and the state can work

together in education.
2

.

That the church can effectively meet the goals set
by the state in education as well
cal

goals.

as her evangeli-

12

3.

That the respondents who are Nigerians
of Imo
State origin and who reside in the United
States are familiar with the current develop-

ments in education in their country.
4.

That the church and the state are willing to
be partners in bringing about an effective

educational

system that will be in the best

interest of the nation.
5.

That the present arrangement (1970-?), whereby
the state controls and manages all

elementary

and secondary schools, is only a temporary

measure; that church schools will be returned
to their former proprietors.

Plan and Content of Dissertation

Chapter

I

serves as an introduction to the study.

It gives,

general outline, the background information relating to the study.

problem on which the dissertation is focused

is

The

defined and its signifi-

The chapter also shows what limitations exist.

cance is stated.

in

Basic

assumptions in the study are stated.
Chapter

II

is a review of related literature and research.

It

begins with the historical background of church-state relations in

selected countries as

a

first step toward putting the problem of church-

state relations in education in Nigeria into

a

perspective.

A feature

of this chapter is a selected number of court decisions which have been

13

used to illustrate the meaning of Child Benefit
Theory.

The chapter

ends with a review of existing models in selected
countries and

a

brief

summary.

Chapter III describes the design of the study.

A background

information of the plan is given, including the methods
adopted to
obtain lists of respondents.

The source and organization of the ques-

tionnaire are explained in this chapter.

Other features of the chapter

include the method employed in the data collection, as well as the

treatment of the data.

The chapter ends with

a

definition of terms

used in the study.

Chapter IV deals essentially with an analysis of the data collected.

Each statement in the questionnaire is analyzed in relation to

the variables associated with the demographic information.

Chapter
study.

V

is a summary of the information presented

in the

A number of conclusions and recommendations are made which

could serve as a guide to decision makers in the area of church-state

relations in education in Nigeria.
study in the subject area.

Suggestions are offered for further

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH

Introduction

This chapter deals with

related research.

a

review of selected literature and

The materials chosen are such that cover

a

range of

discussions on the entire issue of church and state relations as they
affect the funding of education in selected countries (as
and in Nigeria, the main focus of the study.

a

background)

Special attention is

given to the literature selections which touch on the hypothesis,

namely, that church and state can work col 1 aboratively in education for
the common good of the people of Nigeria.

The chapter presents the problems of church and state relations
in education

in

historical and current perspectives and will refer to

the influence of the writings of the earlier economists, like Adam

Smith and Milton Friedman, in connection with freedom of choice in an
open educational market.

The work of more recent writers on this issue,

like George West and Virgil

Blum who are also advocates of freedom of

choice in education, will be reviewed.
issue of patronizing educational
by the state will

be discussed.

Against this background, the

institutions other than those provided
Parental

rights will come into the

focus vis-a-vis the rights of the state.

Selected literature on child-benefit theory will be reviewed.
That will

include arguments for and against supporting children in
14
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church schools with public funds.

Much information will be generated

from court decisions in the United
States as they affect church-state

relations in education.

Literature on the models that exist in
selected countries
the area of church-state relations in
education will

Obvious problems in the relationship will be
analyzed

in
1

be reviewed.
in

relation to

time and the cultural perspectives.

Part

I:

Historical

Perspectives

Adam Smith, probably one of the greatest economists
that ever
lived, had

a

lot to say on the need for the consumer to have
a choice

in terms of what to buy or not to buy.

It was,

ning of education that Smith gave special

however, to the plan-

importance and attention.

Smith prescribes that the sovereign, or state, should be charged
with
the responsibil ity of "erecting and maintaining those public
institu-

tions

which, though highly advantageous, are beyond the private

purse.

He sees the institutions for instruction as of two kinds,

namely, those for the education of the youth and those for the instruction of people of all ages.

It was his view that people of all

ages

should receive constant education, simply because modern specialization
so canalized the modern worker that only education could prevent a

moron society.

1

2

L. Macfie, The Individual in Society:
Papers on Adam Smith
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1967), pp. 134-135.

A.

(London:
2
1

bid

.

,

p.

135.
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3

Adam Smith went further to prescribe the
sort of curriculum he

considered relevant to the needs of the child.

In

the parish schools,

for instance, he suggests dropping the
"little smattering of Latin

which the children of the common people are
sometimes taught there,
and which can scarce be of any use to them.

He rather advocates the

teaching of "the elementary parts of geometry and
mechanics--the

necessary introduction to the most sublime as well as
the most useful
4

sciences.

Smith's lectures at Glasgow, and even in The Wealth of
the
Natjons_, made specific recommendations about partnership
between the

state and the subjects (consumers) over such public utilities
as the
school and public works.

He maintained that in public education,

government should subsidize the school buildings, whereas

a

good part

of the schoolmaster's salary should come out of private fees,

Thomas Paine, one of the greatest political

eighteenth century, presented

in

his writings

a

3

philosophers of the

litany of suggestions

on how the society of his time could be improved.

Remarkable in his

writings was "The Rights of Man," in which he put forward

a

plan to

redistribute the surplus tax money to poor families at the rate of
four pounds per head for each child under fourteen years of age to

3

Ibid., p. 135.

4
1

3

bi

E.

.

G.

(Indianapolis:

,

p.

135.

West on Adam Smith:
The Man and His Work
Liberty Press, 1976), p. 212.
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enable the family "purchase" education of
the family's choice. 6
John Clifford (1908), British Baptist theologian
and minister,

expressed his views about church and state relations.

In a

speech

delivered in 1908 under the title "A Baptist's Views
on Church and
State,

he outlined a theory of the relations between
church and state.

The speech was later published as, The State, the Church
and the

Congregation

.

The state, according to him, embraces the entire

citizenhood and must act for the whole of the peopl
justice and absolute fairness.

e

with

i

mpart i a

The churches are sectional and sec-

tarian, and therefore the state must be severely neutral towards them,

never inflicting any injustice and never granting any exceptional

favors.^
Clifford identified the chief functions of the ideal state as
five in number:
1.

It should give liberty for the full

utterance

and development of the personality of every

sane citizen of the commonwealth.
2.

Secure justice between man and man, and
between all organizations of men within the
state, so that there shall

be fair play for

^Howard Fast, The Selected Work of Tom Paine and Citizen Tom
Paine (New York:
The Modern Library, 1946), p. 263.
^John Clifford, "A Baptist's Views on Church and State," in
David Nicholls, Church and State in Britain Since 1820 (New York:
The Humanities Press, 1967), p. 124.
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each, and not the slighest shade of favoritism
for any man against another, or for any
organi-

zation as against another.
3.

It should educate and drill

every child of the

commonwealth for citizenship, so that the life
of the state may be continued in health and

prosperity, and the future well-being of the
state secured.
4.

It should neutralize, and as far as may be

destroyed, everything that makes for strife
and division in the commonwealth, and seek to

unify the life of the citizens.
5.

It will

show mercy to the poor and needy.

Clifford finds that
ideal

that it strikes

a

a

fatal

state church system is so far from the
blow at liberty:

Gives privileges to some citizens at the expense of others;
makes favorites, and, therefore creates victims; gives
emoluments to one denomination, or more, which are taken
from the whole of the citizens; makes the education of the
child an instrument for ecclesiastical aggrandizement; fosters division and strife amongst those who ought to be the
foremost advocates of unity and peace; cripples social effectiveness; and mars the social ministry of the state. 8

Soviet Lithuania passed through various political stages in its

relationship with the churches.

Catholics formed 85% of the population.

The Constitution of 1922 that was fashioned by the Christian Democrats,
then a majority in parliament, failed to include limitations on the

8

1

bid

.

,

p.

127.
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church.

All

religious organizations were granted
equal rights to

preach, teach, perform religious services,
keep schools and charitable
9
institutions, establish monasteries, and own
property.

Religious

education was obligatory, with the exception of
schools established
for children whose parents did not belong to
any religious organiza-

tion

.

In

1938, a new constitution was promulgated by the authori-

tarian regime of President Antanas Smetona.
financial

state

s

church.

It no longer guaranteed

support for private schools and generally stressed the

authority to limit the then existing rights granted to the
This action by Smetona is in line with Clifford's ideas about

the functions of his ideal

Latin America had

state.

predominantly Roman Catholic populace,

a

which lived for centuries under

a

common politico-religious regime

This arrangement had to stand the test of time after independence.

Different countries adopted different approaches toward the solution
of the religious problem.
tion of such approaches.

Mecham (1967) attempted
In

a

broad classifica-

some countries, like Argentina, Colombia

and Peru, the old church-state relationship that existed in the colonial

period has been perpetuated, but with certain modifications.

In

9 V. Stanley Vards, The Catholic
Church, Dissent and
Nationality in Soviet Lithuania (New York: Columbia University Press.

1978), pp. 22-23.

^J. Lloyd Mecham, "A Survey of the Church-State Conflict in
Latin America During the First Century of Independence," in
Fredrick B. Pike, The Conflict Between Church and State in Latin
America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1964), p. 1 65
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other nations, such as Brazil, Chile,
Cuba, Panama and Uruguay, the

connection between church and state has been
dissolved.

In

still

other countries, of which Mexico is the best
example, the church has
not only been disestablished, but has been
put under strict state sur-

veillance.

^

Attitude of the state toward the church in Latin
America not
only varied from country to country but also
from regime to regime

within

particular state.

a

Pol it

(1964) recorded an anticlerical,

liberal movement which set about to revoke certain
privileges the

church enjoyed under Gabriel Garcia Moreno
(1860-1875)

2

Interdenominational rivalry explains, at least

in

many countries insist on separation of church and state.

part, why

Dawson (1953)

records the differences in religious thought between early
Catholic
and Protestant settlers in America.

The Protestants were in the

majority among the early colonists and considered that their religious
exercises as carried on in the schools were non-sectarian

2

Dawson

further shows that when Catholic immigrants arrived in their million,
they pleaded that their children be exempted by law from reading from
the Protestant edition of the Bible.

1

Ibid

1

2

1

3

.

,

p.

This was resented by the

165.

Aurel io Espinosa Pol it, "Catholicism and the National
Tradition," in Fredrick B. Pike, The Conflict Between Church and State
in Latin America (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1964), p. 101.

^Joseph Dawson, America's Wav in Church, State, and Society
(New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1953), p. 25.
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Protestants who burnt Catholic school
buildings in Philadelphia. 14
Public education is seen in many
societies as

a

vehicle for

providing equal educational opportunities
for the rich and the poor
alike.

Coons, Clune and Sugarman (1970)
describe this important func-

tion of public education in the United
States as striving to make room
for the deserving children of the
poor not merely in the middle but
at
15

the top.

other words, the role of the public
school

In

includes

that of permitting the poor to receive
good education from sources

other than the more expensive private school
system.

Historically,

private education had become closely identified
with

elitist society, essentially an aristocracy.

a

stratified,

At the turn of the nine-

teenth century, the role the public school was
expected to play was
no longer in doubt.
A feature of the latter part of the nineteenth
century public

education in the United States was its association with
the growth of
a

small

but active cadre of professional

educators.^

6

Itzkoff (1976)

sees a connection between the spread of compulsory education
during

this period and the establishment of the National

Education Association

Although the initial and primary aim of the organization was

in 1857.

self-protection, especially as it affected social and economic

14 Ibid

.

,

p.

53.

1

John E. Coons, William H. Clune III, and Stephen D. Sugarman,
Private Wealth and Public Education (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1970), p. 4.
15

Seymour W. Itzkoff, A New Public Education (New York:
McKay Company, Inc., 1976), p. 60.

David

improvement, it did later include research
into the problem of moderni
zation and the facilitation of the educational
enterprise.
The interdenominational rivalry, which
plagued the American

society right from the inception of the
colonies, assumed wider dimensions in the nineteenth century.
the arrival

Itzkoff attributes this rivalry to

of more and more impoverished Irish Catholics
in the 1930'

and 1940 s.

The First Amendment was aimed at maintaining
Christian

idealism in the American society while at the same time
avoiding the

devastating fruitless sectarian controversy.
were firm about this, as could be read from

Jefferson and Madison
a

letter by Jefferson

addressed to the Danbury Baptists in January 1802:
The First Amendment has erected a wall of separation between
church and state. That wall must be kept high and impregnable.
We could not approve the slightest breach. 17

Johns and Morphet (1970) dwelt at length on some important con
cepts in The Economics and Financing of Education

.

One of the gen-

erally accepted assumptions mentioned in their work is that the state
will

provide adequate educational opportunities in the public schools

and at public institutions of higher learning for all who desire educa

tion in those institutions and can benefit from the program. 18

They

also maintained that adequate opportunities should be provided for all

others in non-public schools and institutions of higher learning.

1

1

1

bi

.

,

p.

88.

Roe L. Johns and Edgar L. Morphet, The Economics and
Financing of Education: A Systems Approach (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 7.
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The issue of parental

rights in determining the type of
educa-

tion they would want their children to
receive has been stated at dif-

ferent times by different persons in different
places.

Adam Smith,

Friedman and Blum, who had been mentioned earlier,
are supported by
Johns and Morphet in that school of thought.

The rationale is that

everyone has access to, and has an opportunity to, be
educated in the
public schools.
them.

However, no one may be required or compelled to
attend

The question of quantity or quality of education to
be provided

was left to the citizens of each state to determine.

Whereas Adam Smith and Blum advocate freedom to "purchase"

education from whatever educational marketplace

a

learner wished, using

state money, Johns and Morphet would prefer that non-public schools be

supported largely on

a

voluntary basis.

The issue of whether or not to support church schools with

public funds was not peculiar to the United States of America.

Helmreich (1959) has produced an historical account of Rel igious
Education in German Schools especially after the Second World War.

He

shows that along with the basic problem of the relationship of church,
state, and school appear such questions as:

a

confessional or inter-

denominational basis for public schools, the place of private schools
in the educational

system, religious prayers and services in schools,

teacher training and qualification for teaching of religion, supervision of instruction, the content of the curriculum, and not least of

24

all, the method of instruction.

1

Germany produced Martin Luther,

whose name has become synonymous with the Reformation
of 1517.
work of Luther showed that he was not only

educational philosopher.
the duty of the family.

Children to School

,

a

The

religious reformer but an

He recognized the education of children as

His famous Sermon on the Duty of Sending

published in 1530, was treatise to the family and

the state on child education.

A section of it read:

am of the opinion that the government is obligated
its citizens to bear spear and gun, to run about
city wall and assume other duties when it desires to
on war.
How much more can and should the government
its citizens to keep their children at school. 20
I

pel

Although Luther was primarily interested

in

to comon the

carry
compel

schools because he

considered them essential for religion, he also insisted that education
must serve both church and state.

His speeches and writings show that

he advocated popular education from which would emerge well -trained men

and women to carry on the responsibilities of the state.

He frequently

talked about the need for properly trained officials, "for ignorant

governors are as bad as wolves."

21

1

Ernest Christian Helmreich, Religious Education in German
Schools: An Historical Approach (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard
University Press, 1959), p. vii.

^Martin Luther
p.

in Giese,

Die Kirche in der Berliner Schule,

9.
21

Constitutions of the German Lander (Berlin, 1947) in Ernest
Christian Helmreich, Religious Education in German Schools: An
Historical Approach (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1959), p. 14.
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Rippa (1967) reports the agitation for public
education in the

United States in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century.

The role

public education was expected to play had been
conceptualized by indi-

viduals and groups in the 1830's.
were:

Some of the individuals mentioned

Robert Dale Owen, an early leader in the New York
Working-Men's

Party; and Frances Wright,

United States in 1819.

a

Scottish reformer, who came into the

Labor leaders and reformers spoke out in

favor of free public schools as the only sensible
approach toward

ameliorating the abuses of the factory system and the social
evils
from urbanism.

Thus, whether it was in the history of the United

States, or that of Luther's Germany, or

in

Soviet Lithuania, the

role public education was expected to play had been visualized by

reformers
Horace Mann had used his position as Secretary of the State
Board of Education in Massachusetts (1837-1848) to work for the cause
of public education.

He wanted educational

reform and saw in

a

flour-

ishing public school system "the cheapest means of self-protection
and insurance."

23

equal educational

He saw in the public school

opportunity.

system

a

means toward

His preferences of female teachers in

the lower grades of the schools over their male counterparts was an

argument in favor of the education of women.

He spoke out against

Op
S. Alexander Rippa, Education in a Free Society:
An
American History (New York:
David McKay Company, Inc., 1967J,

p.

97.

^Horace Mann, Fifth Report (1841) in S. Alexander Rippa,
Education in a Free SocTety: ~ An American History (New York: David
McKay Company, Inc., 1967), p. iii.
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sectarianism in the common schools, as he claimed
that would jeopardize
public education.
John Dewey, one of the greatest educational

philosophers of the

twentieth century, saw economic and political
limitations as ultimately

dependent upon limitations of thought and feeling. 24

He saw the exist-

ing institutions as too false and corrupt to be
entrusted with the

liberation of thought and feeling of citizens, especially
as such institutions would be working toward their detriment.

only the state could bring about
destined to produce

a

a

new society.

He maintained that

realization of the new education
Thus, the movement for the demo-

cratic idea inevitably became the movement for publicly conducted and

administered schools.

25

Hornsby-Smith (1978), an educational

University of Surrey, England, carried out
studies of the Catholic school

early 1970's.

a

sociologist at the
number of sociological

system in England and Wales in the

The conflict in Northern Ireland led a number of people

to assert that Catholic schools were divisive.

Referring to the work

of Durkheim on the social function performed by education in the promotion and maintenance of social

integration, he saw it as essentially

two-fold

Press,

24 John Dewey,
1966), p. 92.
25

Ibid

.

,

p.

Democracy and Education (New York:

The Free

93.

Michael P. Hornsby-Smith, Catholic Education:
Partner (London: Sheed and Ward, 1978), p. ix.

The Unobtrusive
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1

.

2.

The socialization of members of a society
or qroup
into the dominant norms, values and
beliefs of the
society or group.
For Catholics in England, he said,
this would include the values of
democracy, equality
of opportunity and tolerance which are
supposed to
characterize the wider society as well as those
specific to the Catholic community; for
example, the
essential articles of religious faith and
the norms
of religious worship.
The training necessary to participate fully
as adults
.the complex division of labor of an advanced
industrial society. 2/

m

Sociologists see the relations between the specialized
agencies of formal

education and other institutions concerned with the ongoing
and

life-long process of education, and particularly religious
education,

especially the family, parish, lay societies and organizations,
special
interest groups and so on.
In the United States,

the right of parents to determine the type

of education they would want their children to receive was upheld in
the

"Pierce Versus Society of Sisters" case decided in 1925. 28

An Oregon

law that was to take effect the following academic year (September
1926) was to compel

all

normal children that were within the ages eight

and sixteen to attend public schools until

grade.

they completed the eighth

The Society of Sisters took court action stressing that their

schools' assets risked being ruined.

The highlights of the decisions

included the fact that the state had the right to regulate all schools
but could not deny children the right to attend adequate private

27 Ibid

.

,

p.

28 268 U.S.

112.

510 (1925).

28

schools of their choice.

The court maintained that children
could be

adequately educated in private as well as

Part II:

in

public schools.

Freedo m of Choice in Education:
Child-Benefit Theory

A good part of the literature on the
child-benefit theory can
be found in a number of court decisions
in the United States, which had

their origin in the famous Cochran textbook
case of 1930. 29

In that

year, the Supreme Court in Louisiana set down the
first of several con-

stitutional principles which had direct bearing with
tuition grants and
tax credits for the education of children in church
schools.

Many

parents who have enrolled their children in private
schools have often

referred to court sources in asserting their rights to tuition
credit,
textbooks, and transportation for their children.
The Supreme Court stated the child-benefit theory in 1930.

The

theory states that the government can give direct grants to students
for their welfare or education without aiding the schools they attend.

This means that when the government gives parents or students money for
bus rides to school, or for tuition payments, or gives them textbooks,

hot lunches, or medical

care, the parents and children benefit--not the

schools the children attend.
stitutional

a

In the

Cochran case, the court ruled con-

Louisiana law providing textbooks to children in

OQ

Virgil C. Blum cited this case extensively in his work,
Catholic Parents Political Eunuchs (St. Cloud, Minnesota: Media and
Materials, 1972), p. 43.

29

church-related schools.

Stating the child-benefit theory, it

said

The schools are not the beneficiaries of
these appropriations.
They obtain nothing from them, nor are they
relieved
a
lng e ° bl gati0n because of them
The school children
^L
l +
end the state
alone are the beneficiaries. ^

^

-

.

i’

A similar case came up in the state of
New Jersey that made

another landmark in the child-benefit theory.
Board of Education in 1947. 31

Local

school

It was Everson Versus

authorities acting under

a

New Jersey statute could make rules and enter into
contracts to transport children to and from schools free of charge.

statute,

a

local

Following this

Board of Education approved refund to parents of money

spent for public transportation of their kids who went to
school.
dren in church schools were included in the program.

Chil-

A taxpayer chal-

lenged the constitutionality of such payments.
The Supreme Court of the United States upheld the refund exer-

cise as constitutional.

In an

analysis of this case, Clark Spurlock

(1955) regarded this decision as an enlargement upon the "child-benefit

theory," which the court had begun to develop in the Cochran case. 33
The majority opinion in court was that the tax money which paid the

taxes of children to parochial

schools served the purpose of the state

in promoting education and safety of school

(281

children without regard to

30 Cochran Versus
Louisiana Board of Education
U.S. 370-375; April 15; April 28, 1930).
3
^

32

Everson Versus Board of Education (330 U.S.

1

,

1947).

Clark Spurlock, Education and the Supreme Court (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1955), p. 78.

30

religion.

Justice Black, who expressed the majority
opinion

in the

sharply divided court, showed that it was
usual in the American society
to expend public money in respect of
individuals if such expenditure

was in the public interest.

He cited as examples government loans
and

subsidies granted to farmers, home owners
and privately owned trans-

portation companies.
The researcher sees an important aspect of this
decision as
that which emphasizes the point that in aiding
the child, the board of

education did not patronize the church.
the child and to his parents.

The benefit went directly to

According to the majority opinion:

The state contributes no money to the schools.
It does not
support them.
Its legislation, as applied, does no more than
provide a general program to help parents get their children,
regardless of their religion, safely and expeditiously to and
from accredited schools.
A forerunner of the later

(before 1930) court cases which muted

the concept of child-benefit theory was heard in 1908.

"Indians' Tribal

It was the

Funds for Parochial Schools" case, otherwise known as

the Quick Bear Versus Leupp case. 33

The case arose from the complaint

of Reuben Quick Bear, Ralph Eagle Feathers, and other Indians of the

Sioux Tribe living on the Rosebud Agency in South Dakota.
to stop payment of tribal

They sought

funds, administered by Charles E. Leupp,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and by other officers of the United
States, for the support of sectarian schools on their reservation.
Such payments were in keeping with the terms of

33

a

treaty between the

Quick Bear Versus Leupp (210 U.S. 50 Sup.Ct. 690, 1908).

31

United States government and the
Indians signed in 1868.

The Indians

had ceded to the government, portions
of land in exchange for the
edu-

cation of their children in schools
of their choice.

These were essen-

tially Catholic schools.

Chief Justice Fuller upheld the action
of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs.

The court did not feel that the
government had

entangled itself with religion.
The relevance of this case to "child benefit"
theory is offered
by Clark Spurlock. 34

The explanation is that the court held
this form

of monetary aid to religion acting through
sectarian schools as per-

missible.

Insofar as the court's reasoning reflected

a

concept that

the obligation to provide education transcended
an obligation to main-

tain the wall

between church and state, the "child benefit" theory

which the court developed in the case of Cochran Versus
Louisiana
(281

U.S. 370, 1930).

Similarly, and perhaps more clearly, the right of parents to

educate their children in schools of their own choice was repeated

many years later, in the case of Pierce Versus Society of Sisters
(268 U.S.

510, 1925).

A case that was similar to the Cochran Textbook Case (281
370, 1930) arose in New York State in 1968.

Education Versus Allen.

34
35

Ibid

.

,

p.

35

U.S.

It was the Board of

A New York State law authorized the lending

75.

Board of Education Versus Allen (392 U.S. 236, 1968).

32

of textbooks free of charge to both public and
private school
in

grades seven through twelve.

A local

school

students

board challenged the

constitutionality of that law as applied to private
schools.
A majority opinion in court upheld the statute
and said,

in

part

Books are furnished at the request of the pupil and
ownership remains, at least technically, in the state.
Thus no
funds or books are furnished to parochial schools, and
the
financial benefit is to parents and children, not to
school s
The researcher observes in the above court ruling,

a

distinc-

tion between what is given to the child, as an individual, for whom

instruction in secular subjects is compulsory up to

required by the state.

a

certain age

Thus, the court saw in the action of the New

York State no more than to make available secular textbooks at the

request of the individual

student.

The record contained no suggestion

that religious books had been loaned, the court explained.

The case of Meek Versus Pittenger, which was heard in

Pennsylvania in 1975, made

a

clear distinction between state loan of

textbooks to pupils in private schools and state provisions of personnel
or instructional materials that could be used for both religious and

secular purposes.

Here, the court maintained that "the provision of

staff or of materials, susceptible of use
lar instruction, is unconstitutional

,

20 L Ed.

2d, p.

1066.

religious, as well as secu-

because it would require excessive

^Board of Education Versus Allen
Reports

in

in U.S.

Supreme Court

33

state entanglement.

1,37

Recently (1977),

a

case came up in Ohio court.

A law providing

aid to non-public elementary and secondary
schools had been passed.

The law authorized the provision of the following:
(2)

(1)

secular texts;

standardized testing and diagnostic services;
(3) therapeutic and

remedial
neutral

services administered by public school personnel at
religiously

locations;

(4)

instructional materials and equipment comparable

to those supplied to public schools; and

(5)

transportation and other

services for field trips.
In the Wolman Versus Walter case, a group of citizens
and tax-

payers challenged the constitutionality of the statute.

Arguing the

case on the lines of "child benefit theory," the court ruled in favor
of supply of secular texts which are approved by public school authorities.

Similarly, standardized testing and diagnostic services as well

as therapeutic and remedial

services were upheld.

The court, however,

disallowed the supply of instructional materials and field trip services.

The court saw the state support of non-public school field trips

as "a benefit to sectarian education rather than aid to an individual

pupil

1,38

State funding of private institutions of higher learning for the

purpose of encouraging projects that do not advance or hinder religion

-^Meek Versus Pittenger (421 U.S. 349, 1975), in Perry A.
Zirkel (Ed.), A Digest of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Education
(Bloomington, Indiana
Bhi Delta Kappa, 1978).
:

88 Wolman

Versus Walter (45 U.S.L.W. 4861, 24 June 1977).

34

was upheld in Maryland in 1976. 39

Institutions which award only

seminarian or theological degrees were excluded
from the aid.

The aid

was calculated on the basis of number of
students who were enrolled in

secular programs only.

The state set up accounting methods to
ensure

that the money was expended for secular purposes
for which it was meant.

Maryland citizens and taxpayers challenged the
constitutionality of the
statute.
The court ruled in favor of the statute, which, according
to

majority opinion, had

a

secular legislative purpose.

a

An observer infers

from the litany of court cases, the premium the state places
in the
physical and mental development of the individual as long as excessive

entanglement with religion can be avoided.
There are many social benefits of education that cannot readily
40
be quantified.
Many studies have been undertaken which show that

education benefits not only the individual who receives such education,
but also his neighbor.
in

Burton A. Weisbrod pointed out that education,

addition to benefiting the student and his present and future family,

benefited the student's neighbors, fellow workers, and employers and
society in general.

41

He suggested that the external

benefits provided

justification for compulsory attendance laws as well as for public

^Roemer Versus Board of Public Works

(426 U.S. 736, 1976).

40

Roe L. Johns and Edgar Morphet, The Economics and Financing
of Education:
A Systems Approach (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196$), p. 80.
41

Economy

,

"An Investment in Human Capital," Journal

LXX, Part II

(October 1962), pp. 106-123.

of Political
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financial

support.

Milton Friedman (1962) also discussed the
"neighborhood effect"
of education.
an accrual

He saw the gain from the education
of

a

child as having

value, not only to the child or to his
parents but also to

other members of the society.

He puts it succinctly:

The education of my child contributes to your
welfare by promoting a stable and democratic society.
It is not feasible
to identify the particular individuals (or
families) benefited and so to charge for the services rendered.
There is
therefore, a significant neighborhood effect. 42

Part III;

The Model

Different approaches to educational administration are presented
in this

section.

Patterns will be drawn from countries that have had

a

tradition of relationship between church and state as it affects education,

In

discussing church and state relations in Nigeria, freguent

references will be made to Britain which had served as her metropolis
between 1861 and 1960.
On church and state relations in England, Reller and Morphet

(1962) showed that the role of religious bodies in education, as well
as of tradition, was partly responsible for a long delay in providing

public education.

The authors point at varying demands by the estab-

lished church on the one hand, and the non-conformists on the other.

4?

^Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom (Illinois:
of Chicago Press, 1962).
43

University

Theodore L. Reller and Edgar L. Morphet, Comparative
Educational Administration (Enqlewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
PrenticeHal
1964), p. 70.
1

,
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The established church claimed education
as its province, while the

non-conformists demanded non-denominational
public schools for all children.

The authors remark that although the
state had intervened in edu-

cation to

a

great extent, for example, with the
election of school

boards in 1870 and the creation of "Local
Education Authorities" in
1902, church and state have continued to provide
education jointly. 44

The Education Act of 1944 went further by
providing for religious

instruction in public schools on an agreed syllabus.

Children whose

parents object to such instruction were exempt.
A study of the literature shows that the arrangement
whereby

religious instruction was given in public schools was not
peculiar to
England.

The struggle between church and state in the Netherlands
took

different phases.

Reller and Morphet suggest that the struggle began

shortly after 1825 and was conducted in 1917 with the grant of full
financial equality for private elementary schools. 45
has since been extended to the secondary schools.

issues fought in the educational

This principle

One remarks that the

set-up are the traditional ones that

have been fought in church versus state "theatres" in many parts of the
world.

Such issues include:

who should control

the right to establish private schools;

the schools; what should be taught in the schools;

who should be regarded as qualified to teach.

The most crucial of the

issues is the question of public funding for parochial

44

Ibid

,

p.

70.

45 Ibid.,

p.

77.

.

schools.

The
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researcher remarks that the above represent
the basic issues that are
yet to be resolved in Nigeria.
The principle of state control of education
in France was first
46
enunciated by LaChalotais in 1763.
It was upheld by the writers of
the French Revolution and endorsed by Napoleon
in 1808.

It was

Napoleon's belief that there would be no fixed
political state if there
was no teaching body with fixed principles. 47

Although he kept the

"lycee" under firm state control, he made provision
for religious

instruction in his state-controlled schools.

Bereday and Lauwerys

(1966) saw whatever concession Napoleon made in favor of the
churches
as no more than temporary, at least as viewed by the
churches.

actual

struggle for the control of the schools was to come later.

authors suggest 1850 as
struggle.
in

The

a

The

convenient date marking the beginning of the

Different approaches had been tried out at different times

France--al

1

aimed at resolving the schools control

issue; for exam-

ple, a law had come into operation in 1940 under the Vichy government

which introduced religious education during school hours.

The same law

approved of financial aid to private schools and universities.

After

World War II, the above concessions were withdrawn.
A plan similar to the "Voucher Plan" which had been tried out
in

parts of the United States, for example, New York State and

^George z. F. Bereday and Joseph A. Lauwerys, Church and State
Education: The World Year Book of Education (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc., 1 966 )
p. 67.
in

,
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Pennsylvania, was in operation in France
in 1951.

By this plan, state

bursaries became available to pupils in
private schools.

It will

recalled that the "voucher plan" was
declared unconstitutional
York (Liberty Versus Nyquist, 413 U.S.
756, 1973).
too,

it was declared unconstitutional

In

be

in New

Pennsylvania,

(Sloan Versus Lemon, 413 U.S. 825,

1973).
A far-reaching legislation in church and
state relations in

France came into operation under President
Charles DeGaulle in I960. 48
For the first time, the state declared its
obligation to ensure freedom
in

education for all citizens, including those outside
the state sys-

tem.

Writing on the topic, "Religious Education in West
African
Schools," J. G. Wynne (1971) traces the relationship between
church and
school

in a

set-up in which

proprietor and

a

a

minister of religion was both

manager of the schools.

on behalf of the state.

school's

He or she managed the schools

Wynne doubts if that system could still be ade-

quate in the face of ever-increasing financial
in education.

a

involvement of the state

He goes on to say:

If religious people wish to remain in education, they must do
so by seeing that the functions of education may be very dif-

ferent from those they have previously practiced. There is
great difference between the teacher and preacher. 49

48
49

in West

Ibid.

,

p.

a

73.

J. G. Wynne, "Religious Education in West African Schools,"
African Journal of Education (October 1971), pp. 215-219.
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The problems of effective educational
planning in Nigeria have
been much discussed.

accurate in the past.

The trend is that such planning had
not been
A variety of reasons have been
offered in explo-

ration, including the issue of

a

number of voluntary agencies partici-

pating in educational management while at
the same time pursuing dif-

ferent goals in education.

Commenting on this issue, Dele Ogundimu

(1971) maintained that the implementation process is
not streamlined.
He sees the dichotomy of state and voluntary
agency responsibility for

education as not only frustrating to planners' efforts
but as making

effective planning possible.

He is in favor of complete state control

and management of education as a prerequisite for
effective planning,

supervision and implementation of plans.

Ogundimu

's

article is on

"Planning and Education in Nigeria." 50
The impact of Western education on Africa has been viewed from

different perspectives by scholars and especially by African scholars.
Probably,

a

common area of agreement is that there are the positive and

the negative aspects.

Citing

E.

B.

Idowu, Sawyerr (1971) makes

trenchant criticism of the practice of Christian workship adopted from
the West.

He went on to say:

Even worse is the psychological problem that up to, say,
twenty years ago, the heads of secondary schools, whether in
Sierra Leone or in Nigeria, tended to be of foreign origin.
So adolescent boys and girls came to learn to respect their
white Principals. Today, with the turn of events.

sn

Dele Ogundimu, "Planning and Education in Nigeria,"
African Journal of Education (June 1971), pp. 141-144.

in

West
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particularly after the attainment of political
independence,
young English-speaking West Africans still
have to learn to
obey their fellow West African Principals. 51
On the positive side, Sawyerr remarks
that Western education

informed by Christian teaching has proved

a

real

blessing by encourag-

ing the cultivation of independent thought
and initiative.

In West

Africa, for example, educated women have not only
been emancipated
from being mere nursing mothers and farmhands, but
they have also been
led to play active roles in their communities, some as
teachers, others
as doctors and lawyers.

British colonial policy on education, in tropical Africa, is

summarized by David Scanlon.

It is his contention the origins of

Western education in Africa are traceable to those regions where the

missionaries thought they could be most successful
of Christianity.

in the

Historically, and before World War

I,

propagation

the colonial

government had left the duty of educating the Africans in the hands of
the missionaries.

Although there was increased participation in educa-

tion on the part of the colonial government after the war and more so

after World War II, the missionaries operated

a

majority of the schools.

As Scanlon would put it:

Beset by problems and administration, colonial governments
were generally satisfied to leave education and other social
services in the hands of religious groups. 52

51

Harry Sawyerr, "The Significance of the Western Education
Experience for Africa," in West African Journal of Education (February
1971), pp. 45-49.

^David Scanlon, Traditions of African Education (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1964), p. 5.
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The report of the Advisory
Committee on Native Education
in the
British Tropical African Dependencies 53
encouraged voluntary effort in

education as well as government
cooperation with other educational
agencies.

The researcher remarks that that
policy has continued in

many of the former British possessions
until the present.
The need to foster national unity in
Nigeria has frequently
been advanced as an argument in favor
of state control and management

of schools.

Many Nigerians see parochial school
education as having

divisive potential.

a

Writing on "the need to review the
purpose of

education in present-day Nigeria,"

S.

J.

Cookey (1970) argued that it

was not enough for our schools to train the
individual as an individual
He contended that the individual

community and of

a

should be trained as a member of the

nation; he should be trained as a citizen.

He con-

tinued

Education should be used as a tool for national unity;
and
now more than ever, it is urged that we should
inculcate in
the students of our educational institutions,
the idea of
belonging not to one clan or tribe, but to the whole
nation. 54
The researcher, while sharing the above views and
concern over national

unity in Nigeria, has problems in reconciling such views with
the call
by many citizens for the return of parochial

schools which were taken

over by the state in 1970.

^ Education

Policy in British Tropical Africa (London: His
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1925), pp. 3-8. Uganda is an example.
54

S. J. Cookey, "The Need to Review the Purpose of Education
Present-Day Nigeria," in West African Journal of Education (Februarv

1970), pp. 9-13.

in
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S.

Nwosu,

N.

a

Nigerian and a Professor at the
University of

Nigeria, has made an in-depth study
of church and state rivalry
over
the control of schools in Africa,
in general, and Nigeria,
in particu
lar.

He sees the problem as it exists
in Africa as peculiar and
for

which European solutions would be
unsuitable.

He sees state take-

over and management of schools as the
only way to ensure the success
of the universal primary education
program.

He says:

Only state responsibil ity for, and
management and control of
education, at least at the primary level,
can save us from
the constant public bickering about
Mission Schools, teacht0
S3larieS ’
,e s
and parents^ "right's'"^

“

Nwosu

1

s

“-

mention of "bickering about Mission Schools"
in

Nigeria is also alluded to by other researchers
on the divisive effect
of denominational

religion.

to the teaching of religion

J.

sive influence.

controversy
religion.

,

G.

in our

Wynne (1971) suggested

a

new approach

schools in order to remove that divi-

He suggested taking the subject out of the
field of

and trying to lead pupils to a genuine understanding
of

A way of doing this, he said, would be to promote
understand-

ing of other people's point of view. 56
In Tanzania,

the need to integrate the educational

system to

replace the four separate racial systems which had existed previously

55

S. N. Nwosu, "Mission Schools in Africa," in George Z. F.
Bereday and Joseph A. Lauwerys, Church and State in Education (New
York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, "Inc., 1966), pp. 186-198.

56

Ibid

.

,

pp.

215-219.
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was felt soon after independence. 57

created

a

The Ordinance which followed

single Advisory Council on Education
which replaced the

various executive committees which had
administered the school systems

before independence.

There was no guarantee in that
ordinance of the

right of the churches to open schools or
to run them.

However, schools

received aid so long as they accepted the
general conditions for registration laid down by the Ministry of Education.

Freedom of belief and

of worship was recognized by the statute which
stated in part that any
pupil

was to be eligible for entry to any public
school for which he

or she was academically qualified.

An arrangement similar to "Release

Time" in the United States was allowed where necessary.

arrangement, the parent of

a pupil

attending

a

public school could

request for permission to enable the pupil to attend
ship or religious instruction of

a

By that

a

religious wor-

kind that is not available in the

school

The years that followed independence have shown
the rights and powers of the churches over the schools.

a

reduction in
Allan Gottneid

(1976) remarked that the introduction of a cadre of government primary
school

inspectors was introduced to replace mission education assistants

and school

supervisors.

Grants-in-aid in their favor were with-

drawn. 58

V,

57 Tanzania Ordinance
Paragraph 22.

58 A1 lan J.

(Nairobi:

(Ordinance No. 37, 30 October 1961), Part

Gottneid, Church and State in Education in Tanzania
East African Publishing House, 1976), p. 105.
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Ruiter (1968) suggested
to the non-public schools

in

rationale for granting financial aid

a

Michigan.

He dwelt at length on the

revenue crisis facing the elementary and
secondary schools, and the

continuing closure of many private and parochial
schools, as

a

result

of inadequate funding.
His proposed model

advocated the payment of grants-in-aid to

the parents of children enrolled in non-public
schools.

Such money, he

suggested, should go through the intermediate school
district.

^

The

mention of educational freedom without "economic penalty"
was also

emphasized by Blum.

Blum went further to describe the situation

whereby private schools are starved of public money as
"economic coercion to conformity."

60

Price (1973) carried out

a

study to ascertain and compare the

opinions of educational, civic, and religious leaders concerning the
status and financial needs of Maryland's non-public schools.

The study

included an investigation into the various alternatives of financial

assistance by the State of Maryland to the non-public schools in keeping
with the limits placed upon such assistance by the United States

Constitution and the Constitution of Maryland.
at recommending appropriate financial

The investiaation aimed

assistance by the State to non-

publ ic schools.

59 Thomas Michael Ruiter, "Educaid--A
Rationale and Model for
Granting Financial Aid to the Non-Public School Students in Michigan

(Unpublished Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1969).
^°Virgil C. Blum, Freedom of Choice in Education (New York:
Macmillan, 1958), p. xii.
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The study recommended that the
individual

helped through such programs as:

student should be

student loans, voucher systems,
scho-

larships, textbook loans, nutrition,
transportation, assistance, state
tax cuts and auxiliary services. 6 ^
On the nature of assistance that
could be provided to non-

public schools, the study suggested:

purchase of services, special

grants, capital development loans, per capita
grants, teacher service

systems, school facility leases, shared time and
dual enrollment.

Other than providing remedial and compensatory
programs available to
all

citizens, state aid to non-public education in Maryland
was uncon-

stitutional at the time of the study.
Ramatu Abdul lahi

(1977) describes the recent political

economic changes in Nigeria.
with Western ways of life.
sary for political

and

He attributes to the increasing contact

National

survival and

a

leaders see these chanaes as neces

result of that belief is the intro-

duction of compulsory public school education and the relegation of

religious education to the status of an after school activity. 62

Adeyinka (1975) sees the perennial debate on the relative roles
of the state and the church in educational matters as largely inconclusive.

This, he said, was because the degree of participation by each,

6

^Bruce Kahle Price, "A Study of the Opinions of Educational,
Civic, and Religious Leaders Concerning the Feasibility of Providing
State Financial Aid for Non-Public Education in Maryland" (Unpublished
Dissertation, The American University, 1973).
cp

Ramatu Abdul lahi, "Self-Concept and Cultural Change in the
Hausa of Nigeria" (Unpublished Dissertation, University of
Massachusetts, 1977), p. 6.
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varied from country to country.
control of education at all
state.

For Nigeria, he would recommend
the

levels to be the responsibility of
the

The current attempts by the various
state governments to take

over the various educational

institutions in Nigeria would, therefore,

be in keeping with their duties and
responsibilities.^

would like to see the country's educational

Adeyinka

systems less diversified

and the Federal Government setting the
pace for the states to follow.
An example of such diversification, he wrote,
could be seen in the

varying number of years required for the completion
of elementary
school

education in the South and in the Northern parts of
the country,

being shorter in the South.

He would want to see the missionaries

compensated and absorbed into the state system.
Ade Adeyinka (1976) described the factors which influenced
the
pace of educational development at the secondary grammar school
in Western Nigeria after 1925.

level

Prominent among the factors, he wrote,

were the efforts of the Government in providing order and direction,
by coordinating the efforts of the various Voluntary Agencies in the

opening of the grammar schools.

A majority, representing about eighty

percent of the Voluntary Agencies, were missionaries.
tional

rivalry over proprietorship of schools

history of Nigerian education.

is

Interdenomina-

well-known in the

A remarkable feature of Adeyinka

exposition was that church schools were,

in

the final

's

analysis,

A. Ade Adeyinka, "Current Problems in Educational Development
Nigeria," Journal of Neqro Education, XLIV, No. 2 (Sprinq 1975):
177-183.
in
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community schools.

The researcher is aware that church
schools were

essentially the outcome of community effort." 64

The 1950's showed

increased effort by the communities to
establish more of community
schools and less of church schools.

Adesina (1972) identified the power structures
of the past as

responsible for the current educational problems
65
of Nigeria.

He por-

trays the government as pitted against the Christian
missions both

before and after independence.

His analysis of Nigeria's educational

system during the colonial period predicts

missionary bodies in

a

a

dilemma for the Christian

post-independence Nigeria.

be the inevitable result of new educational

This, he said, would

goals.

The power struggle in the then Eastern Nigeria between
the

state and the church, especially the Catholic Church, is well
recounted
in the article.

The educational

policy of the government of Eastern

Nigeria in 1953 could best be stated in the following words:
It is the intention of the Government in the Eastern Region
to give in the next few years the best education to the

....

largest possible number at the least possible
Our
aim is to provide universal primary education in the shortest
possible time.°°

64 A. Ade Adeyinka,
"Local Community Efforts in the Development
of Secondary Grammar School Education in the Western State of Nigeria,
1925-1955," Journal of Negro Education, XLV, No. 3 (Summer 1976)-

263-274.
65

Segun Adesina, "Power Structures and Educational DecisionMaking in Nigeria," Journal of Neqro Education, XLI, No. 3 (Summer
1972): 216-226.
66

Policy for Education Eastern Nigeria Sessional Papers No.
Government Printer, 1953), p. 1.
,

(Enugu:

6
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The researcher,

a

native of Eastern Nigeria, and an
eye-

witness of the events which followed
the first introduction of the
universal

primary education in 1957, was aware
of

a

resistance movement

master-minded by the Catholic Church and
aimed at defeating the project.

Summary

The literature and research summarized in
this chapter show
that permanent and total acceptance of existing
relations between

church and state in education are yet to be achieved

especially

in

those that have no state religion.

in

many countries,

Proponents of church

participation in education see their views as in keeping
with democratic ideals.

A typical

ideal

is

the freedom of choice, including

choice in education.
Nigeria with no state religion and with diverse ethnic and

religious groups, is faced with the problem of reconcilina the
various
interest groups in
nation.
thi s goal

a

manner that will be most advantageous to the

A sound educational

policy can go

a

long way toward achieving

CHAPTER

III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The first two chapters of this dissertation
show that identifiable problems exist in the relationship between
church and state over
the control

and management of schools in many countries.

which is the focus of this study, was cited as an
example.

Nigeria,
The United

States, England, France and Germany had been mentioned
and the problem

discussed.

Chapter II, where the literature was reviewed, contained
an

in-depth analysis of the problems and how different countries

approached them.

This chapter will describe the instrument used for

data collection, the procedure for the collection, treatment of
the
data and definition of terms.

The Field Site

New York City was selected because of the large concentration
of Nigerians there and in the "feeder" towns around the city.

These

"feeder" towns are in the neighboring state of New Jersey, and they

include Newark, New Brunswick and East Orange.

In

effect, the

Nigerians in these towns are enrolled in the same divisional unions as
those in New York City.

Thus, the venue for the meetings alternates

between New York and New Jersey.
49
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Enlistment of Cooperation

In order to

coordinate and consolidate the arrangements,
it was

necessary for the researcher to have
York City.

a

personal

representative in New

Mr. Martin Anyanwu of the Nigerian Mission
was charged with

the responsibility of making available contact
addresses of Secretaries

and Chairpersons of Unions.

He also helped to distribute letters meant

for these officers and in talking to them at personal

levels.

Thus,

the spadework was done and was expected to facilitate
future correspon-

dences, including the distribution of questionnaires.

This grassroot

approach was necessary in view of the fact that many people would
rather not make their names and addresses public.
needed assurance that such personal

The respondents

information would be confidential

The briefing of the Secretaries and Chairpersons aimed at getting the

officers to make the following commitments:
1.

To bring up the letter of request for addresses
at a general meeting of the Divisional

2.

To convince the members to pass

a

Union.

resolution

that the names and addresses requested be

released.
3.

To continually remind the members of the impor-

tance of the questionnaires to the researcher
and the need to fill
them.

them out and to return
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4.

To inform the researcher of the
next meeting

date so that the researcher can
be present at
the meeting.

The presence of the researcher

at one of the meetings was necessary
to

establish rapport, confidence and trust.
5.

To continue to serve and contact
persons for

the researcher until

the end of the project.

Problems of List Compilation

Once the target population was defined, the
next problem was
how to obtain

a

list of Nigerians of Imo State origin who
reside in

New York City, and how to obtain their mailing
addresses.

The first

idea that flashed across the researcher's mind
was to write to the

Nigerian Consulate in New York City for such information.

There was

no guarantee that the letter would be replied to.

The second problem lay in the fact that many Drivate students

among the Nigerians are not registered with the Consulate.

Granted

that the Consulate is willing to oblige, it may only come up with
list made up essentially of government-sponsored students.

would represent only

a

Such

a

a

list

minority (about 10%) of the target population.

Another possible approach toward obtaining the list was through
the sectional meetings of Nigerians, otherwise called the Divisional

Unions.

Most Nigerian students belong to one or the other of these

unions.

The researcher was convinced that the latter approach was more

workable.

If lists from the Divisional

Secretaries are put together,
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they could be more comprehensive than
one from the Consulate.

The

researcher, who had lived and studied in
New York City for two years

decided to explore both alternatives.

An analysis of this aspect of

the problem caused the researcher
to adopt the following line of

action
1

.

In

February 1980,

letter of request was

a

addressed to the Information Officer of the
Nigerian Consulate in New York City requesting
the said list and addresses (see Appendix).
2.

Similar letters of request were addressed to
each of the Secretaries of the Divisional
Unions.

The Unions were:

Owerri Political

Division

Mbaise Political Division
Orlu Political

Division

Copies of these letters are also shown in the

Appendix.
3.

After three weeks, written reminders were sent
to the officers.

The telephone was also used

to reinforce the demand, where necessary.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire which was prepared for this study consisted
of two sections.
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Content Section
This section covered the subject matter of
the study, namely,
the entire question of what church and state
relations in education in

Nigeria ought to be.
school

It included the merits and demerits of
church

education and public school education respectively.

There were

twenty short statements carefully designed to elicit
the information
desired.

The shortness and precision of the statements helped
to

reduce the length of the questionnaire.
In

compiling the statements that made up the questionnaire, the

work of Shaw and Wright was consulted.
in

1

Most of the sample statements

that work did not meet the needs of the researcher and hence of
the

study.

The researcher had, therefore, to construct some of the state-

ments and to adapt others.

Many Nigerians see religious education as merely synonymous
with morality.

Much of the arguments raised in favor of religious

education is based on the assumption that it helps to inculcate

in

the

future generation high standards of public morality and personal discipline.

Many parents in Nigeria accept this view, and the churches

continue to reinforce it.
The following article curled from an influential Nigerian news-

paper shows how religious education is viewed in many quarters in
Nigeria.

In

it, Akiode

ing in material

(1980) remarked that Nigerian media were grow-

wealth and glory while "our people's morals are growing

^Marvin E. Shaw and Jack M. Wright, Scales for the Measurement
of Attitudes (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967), pp. 341-348.
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unshaped.

2

He suggested the use of radio and
television to fur-

ther religious education in the homes.

attention was given to moral education

He did not feel
in

that adequate

state controlled schools.

A few statements on the questionnaire
were designed to get
feel

a

of what the respondents thought about the
foregoing assumptions,

namely, that religious education is an important
cornerstone in the

building of morality.

Demographic Information
The second section of the questionnaire was aimed at collecting demographic information required to put the data
into perspective.

Such variables as age, sex, up-bringing, work history, among
others,

were included.
In order to ensure privacy and to win the confidence of the

respondent, names of respondents were not required.
also taken to reduce or remove obtrusiveness.

This measure was

The questionnaire was

such as could be completed in fifteen minutes.

Application of the Likert Scale

Likert Scale was employed for purposes of collecting the data
in Section

of the questionnaire.

I

The scale is arranged on

a

five-

point continuum, ranging from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree."

There were twenty statements, each of which was to be answered on that

2

4 April

G.

S.

1980,

Akiode, "Spare Religion
p.

2.

a

Thought," Sunday Times,
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scale.

The twenty statements in the questionnaire
and their distribu-

tion according to content area are shown as
follows:

Content Area

Statement Numbers

Choice in Education

2, 3

Teaching of Denominational
Religion in Public Schools

1. 8, 9, 11,
12, 14, 16, 20

Direct Aid to Pupils

6,

10

4,

15, 19

State Funding of Church
School
Tone of School

5, 7

Use of Public School

13, 18

Moral

17

Pilot Survey

In

February 1980, the state was set for

questionnaire.

a

trial

run of the

The questionnaire had earlier been presented for cri-

tique at the investigator's research class as part of the class project.

With the useful feedback received in terms of content and format,

the questionnaire was revised preparatory to a trial

run.

Fifteen

graduate students, most of whom are Africans, were selected from the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst and from New York City.
received
comments

a

questionnaire and

a

return envelope.

Each

Space was provided for
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All

the trial

useful comments.

run questionnaires were returned and
with many

The researcher then decided on the
criteria for the

rejection or inclusion of

a

statement on the questionnaire.

were
1.

If many respondents

indicated that

a

particular

statement was not clear.
2.

If many respondents had

"Undecided" for

a

par-

ticular statement.
3.

If a statement had many adverse comments.

Some of the changes made after the trial run were:

Statement No.

5

Before:

Church schools have more discipline
than public schools.

After:

Church schools have more behavioral
discipline than public schools.

Statement No.

7

Before:

There is better supervision of
teachers in church schools than in
public schools.

After:

There is better supervision of
teachers by managers in church
schools than in public schools.

Statement No.

9

Before:

Church schools produce timid
adults

After:

Church schools produce adults who
are more likely to respond to
authority without questioning.

These
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Personal

Data

Before:

Your level of education.

After:

Your

Final

hi

ghest level of education.

Distribution of Questionnaire

By mid-March 1980, the final

ready for distribution.

draft of the questionnaire was

The list of respondents was also ready.

packages were mailed out.

The

A stamped, self-addressed evelope was

enclosed in each package to encourage response.

Meet-the-Respondents Tour

The period from April 22 through April 28, 1980, was spent in

New York City and in parts of New Jersey, including Plainfield
and New

Brunswick.

Discussions were held with groups of respondents, both for-

mally and informally.

On April

27, 1980, there was a meeting of mem-

bers of the Owerri Division of Lawrencevil le

,

New Jersey.

It was

another opportunity to interact personally with members and to have

first-hand information on how the population viewed the topic.

The

debate that was generated revealed how controversial church-state relations in education is.

The question of supervision and such related

issues as standard and teacher motivation came up at the meeting.

There was disagreement over the concept of supervision as it applied
to church schools.

Some were of the opinion that

a

good teacher in the

church school was one who was very enthusiastic about religion and who

devoted much time and energy toward the propagation of that religious
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faith.

That school of thought would make
people believe that the

teaching of secular subjects were of
importance only after the "salvation of the soul."

They argued that church schools had
lower academic

standards because they were unable to
attract qualified staff.

explanation for this view was that funding

in

The

church schools was fre-

quently inadequate and qualified staff would
not accept their conditions of service.

Those who did regarded the job as

a

"stepping

stone" to something better.
On the other hand, the argument continued,
public schools have

greater access to public money and can attract the
right type of staff
as well

as provide the necessary equipment.

Those who argued along

this line maintained that public schools have higher
academic stan-

dards than church schools.

Another school of thought held that bureaucracy makes public
schools ineffective.

Comments on the questionnaire by some respon-

dents reflected this view.

They argued that decisions which

a

private

school would take on the spot and implement with minimum delay, if

applied to the public school situation, would have to wait until they
have been scrutinized by the bureaucracy.

There were many who

believed that public schools are ineffective because every person
wants to have

a

say on how the schools are run.

They contrasted this

approach to the running of church schools in which fewer people were
involved in the decision-making process, and yet many agree they were
effective.
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Discussion on the quality of education
in the public school or
in

the church school
1.

raises more questions.

Such questions include:

Are products of public schools more
loyal

citizens than those of church schools?
2.

Why do many people prefer to send
their children to private schools where they have to

pay fees, rather than send them to public

schools which are free?
The researcher would like to refer to

Denis

P.

Doyle of the School

Education in Washington

D.

C.

a

journal

Finance Division, National
In

article by
Institute of

that article, captioned "Public

Policy and Private Education," he wanted to know why
the fact that
good schools exist should come as

a

surprise to educators.

He went on

to say:
In America, at least, research cannot yet tell
us the difference between a good school and a bad school
But a
teacher can.. A student can. A parent can. There are statistically significant differences among the schools on
measures of student behavior and out-of-school delinquency
and on attendance. ... In terms of exam results, the differences are so pronounced that low ability students entering the best schools do as well on exams as high ability
students entering the worst schools.
.

Some of the suggestions that came up at the meeting of members
of the Owerri Division at Lawrencevil le, New Jersey, were:
1.

That all elementary schools should be public
schools.

The argument here was that children

^Denis P. Doyle, "Public Policy and Private Education," Phi
Delta Kappan , Volume 62, No. 1, September 1980, pp. 16-19.
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should be kept away from denominational
doctrine

during their impressionable age.

There was no

objection to church participation in
secondary
education.

The proponents of this view argued

that at secondary school age, the children
are
less "pliable" than the elementary school

children
2.

That the church should participate in running
both the elementary and secondary schools but

without government aid.
3.

That high schools run by the churches should be

supported with public funds.
4.

That no denominational doctrine be taught in
public schools.

5.

That denominational doctrine be taught in the
schools either before or after the regular

schedule for classes.
school

No regular public

staff may deliver such instruction.

The meeting also presented

a

forum for the distribution of

questionnaires to those who had not received them or who had misplaced
theirs.

It was an opportunity to remind those who were still

theirs to return them.
dents

keeping

More names were added to the list of respon-

.

A remarkable feature of the discussion was the lack of con-

census on the issues involved in church-state relations.

The problems,
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however, did come to focus.
On April

28,

1980, the researcher visited the
Nigerian

Consulate in New York City.
1.

There were two reasons for the
visit:

It was a follow-up of two letters
that had

earlier been addressed to the Information
Officer of that Consulate.

These were let-

ters of request for the names and mailing

addresses of Nigerians of Imo State origin
who reside in New York City.

None of the

letters were replied to.
2.

It was a convenient place to meet many

Nigerian students and to sample opinion on
the research topic.

A few more question-

naires were distributed there.
The researcher had sought an interview with the
Information

Officer.

Informed by his secretary of the presence of the researcher,

the Officer sent back word through the secretary,

names and addresses of students."

"We don't give out

The secretary then suggested that

the clerks who mailed out money to government-sponsored students
be

consulted.
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FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS OF
QUESTIONNAIRE BY SEX AND TOTAL SAMPLE

No.

No

Mailed

Returned

Percentage
Returned

Female

66

41

62

Male

94

77

82

160

118

74

Total

Sample

Explanation of Terms

Child-Benefit Theory
The theory which states that the government can give direct

grants to students for their welfare or education without aiding the

schools they attend.

This was stated in Louisiana in the Cochran

Textbook Case of 1930.

Church School
In

this context, means an elementary or secondary school run

by a religious agency.

Grants-In-Aid
Financial assistance offered by the State in voluntary agency
school

proprietors to enable them to run the school.
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Direct Control
A system by which the employment,
promotion, tenure, termina-

tion of school

personnel as well as funding of existing
schools and

opening of new ones, are directly undertaken
by the Ministry of
Education

Divisional Union
An organization of people from a particular
political division

for the purpose of addressing the needs and
aspirations of their mem-

bers

.

CHAPTER

IV

SURVEY RESULTS

This chapter aims at reporting the findings
of the study.
will

It

aim at answering the basic questions raised
in the opening chapter

of this research document.

These represent leading questions designed

to explore the entire issue of church-state
relations as they affect

education in the Imo State of Nigeria.

The feedback from the question-

naire is expected to represent the views of

a

cross-section of Nigerian

elites who have experienced church-state relations in Nigeria
and in
the United States.

Information gathered from the questionnaire will be

analyzed by the researcher and will be reflected in the proposed
model
for collaboration in education between church and state.

The basic

questions included:
1.

Can the nation afford interdenominational rivalry

and rivalry between church and state over the

control of schools as was the case earlier (before

1970)?
2.

Will

the former system of grants-in-aid continue

on the same terms as before national

indepen-

dence?
3.

What should be the basis of compromise, if any,

between church and state over the issue of
the management and control of schools?
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4.

Should the state socialize youths
through the
public schools, or should that
responsibility
be delegated to the church?

5.

Have teachers better supervision in
church

schools than in the public schools?
6.

Should all Nigerian children receive
the same
type of education as is given in public
school s?

7.

Without religious education, will morality

collapse?
For purposes of simplification and precision,
the above ques-

tions were rephrased in the form of twenty statements
that made up the

first part of the questionnaire.

The second part of the questionnaire

sought demographic information.
As described in Chapter III, a Likert Scale was used in
rating

the opinion of respondents.

The Scale was divided into five equal

intervals and treated as an interval measurement.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Figure

Undecided

1.

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The Likert Scale.

A value was assigned to each point on the scale ranging from 1,

"Strongly Agree," through 5, "Strongly Disagree."
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St

y
Agree
(Value 1)

(Value 2)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly

(Value 3)

(Value 4)

(Value!)

Figure 2.
Assignment of Values at Different
Points on the Scale.

Statement 1
Teachers Should Stress Religious Ideals
~m Primary Schools.

A total

of 117 persons responded to this statement.

Forty-four

of them strongly agreed (37.3%); another 44
agreed (37.3%), while

were undecided (5.1%).

6

Fifteen persons disagreed and 8 strongly dis-

agreed (6.8%).
Six clergymen responded to this statement.

Five of them (83.3%)

strongly agreed, while one strongly disagreed representing
16.7%.
clergyman was neutral.

No

A close look at the pattern of response shows

the directly opposing views held by some of the clergy in relation
to

other clergy, ranging from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree."
The researcher attempted to relate the response to this state-

ment to the level of education of the respondents.

Five persons whose

highest level of training was high school reacted to the statement.

Of

these, one person strongly agreed (20.0%); and four agreed (80.0%).

Forty-two persons had

a

college education.

agreed representing 45.2%.

Nineteen of them strongly

Eleven persons agreed (26.2%), while two

persons were undecided (4.8%).

Seven respondents disagreed (16.7%) and

Percentile

Coded Response

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N

=

117

Figure 3.
Statement 1: Teachers should stress
religious ideals in primary schools.
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three strongly disagreed (7.1*).

Of 61 college graduates who
responded

to the statement, 20 strongly agreed
(32.8%); 27 agreed (44.3%); while

were undecided (6.6%).

4

Five persons disagreed
(8.2%) and

others

5

strongly disagreed.
Work experience in
in

a

school

setting was taken into consideration

trying to analyze the response to this
statement.

the respondents had worked in the state
school

Thirty-eight of

setting.

Twelve of

these agreed that teachers should stress
religious ideals in primary

schools (31.6%).

Seventeen persons agreed (44.7%), while

cided representing 5.3%.

2

were unde-

Four persons disagreed (10.5%) and

strongly disagreed (5.3%).

2

persons

One respondent did not indicate prefer-

ence.

Thirty-six persons had worked for the church schools.

Nine of

these strongly agreed (25.0%); 16 agreed (44.4%), while
one person was

undecided (2.8%).
agreed.

Seven persons disagreed (19.4%); two strongly dis-

One respondent had no preference.

Among the respondents were 17 persons who had worked for the
private non-sectarian schools.
6

Six of these strongly agreed (35.3%);

others agreed, while one person was undecided (5.9%).

Three persons

disagreed (17.6%) and one person strongly disagreed.

Statement 2:
Only Public Schools Should Operate in Nigeria.

Of a total of 118 persons who responded to this statement, 4

strongly agreed (3.4%);

3

agreed (2.5%); and

7

were undecided (5.9%).
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Forty-three persons disagreed (36.4%), while

representing

strongly disagreed,
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51 .7%.

Six clergymen responded to the statement.

agreed (16.7%); one disagreed.

One of them strongly

Four others strongly disagreed
(51.7%).

No clergyman was neutral.

On matching the level

of education of the respondent with
the

response, it was observed that
school

education.

5

of the respondents had only high

One of these strongly agreed with the
statement

disagreed (40.0%); and the remaining

(20.0%);

2

agreed.

Of 42 persons with

a

strongly dis-

2

college education, one person strongly

agreed (2.4%); one other agreed, while 4 persons were
undecided (9.5%).

Sixteen persons disagreed (38.1%) and 20 strongly disagreed
representing 47.6%.

Sixty-one respondents had graduate school education.
these strongly agreed (3.3%);

2

disagreed; and

3

Two of

were undecided (4.9%).

Twenty-four persons disagreed (39.3%); 30 persons strongly disagreed
(49.2%).

The work background of the respondents was utilized in the

analysis.

Of 38 persons who had worked in the state school

strongly agreed.
undecided (2.6%).

That was 7.9%.

system,

3

Two agreed (5.3%); one person was

Thirteen respondents (34.2%) disagreed, while 19

persons strongly disagreed (50.0%).

Thirty-six persons had worked for the church schools.
3

strongly agreed (8.3%); one agreed (2.8%), while

(8.3%).

3

Of these,

were undecided

Fourteen persons (38.9%) disagreed and 15 others strongly

Percentil

Coded Response

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N

= 118

Figure 4.
Statement 2: Only publi
schools should operate in Nigeria.
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disagreed (41.7%).
Seventeen respondents had worked in
private non-sectarian
schools.

One of them was undecided
(5.9%); 6 disagreed (35.3%), while

10 strongly disagreed

(58.8%),

No member of this group agreed
with

the statement.

Statement

3:

We Need Both Public and Cliurch Schools.

One hundred and eighteen persons responded
to this statement.

Fifty-six of them strongly agreed (47.5%); 52 agreed
(44.1%), while
persons were undecided (2.5%).

3

Six persons disagreed (5.1%), and

one person strongly disagreed (.8%).

Of six clergymen who responded to this statement, 4
strongly

agreed (66.7%); one person agreed (16.7%).

One clergyman disagreed.

No member of this group was undecided.

Relating the responses to the educational background of the

respondents, it was observed that of
education,

2

5

persons with only

strongly agreed (40.0%), while the remaining

high school

a

3

agreed

This meant that every member of the group agreed with the

(60.0%),

statement.

Forty-two persons had

a

college education.

these strongly agreed, representing 50.0%.

Twenty-one of

Twenty persons agreed

(47,6%), and one person disagreed (2.4%).

Sixty-one persons had graduate school education.
of them strongly agreed (45.9%); 24 agreed (39.3%).

Twenty-eight

Three respondents
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were undecided (4.9*).

Five persons disagreed
(8.2%), while one person

strongly disagreed (1.6%).
The researcher wanted to know if
respondents who had worked in
the state school

system in Nigeria would react differently
from those

who had served with the church schools or
with the private non-sectarian
schools.

Thirty-eight persons had served with the
state school system.

Eighteen of these (47.4%) strongly agreed; 14
others agreed (36.8%),

while one person was undecided (2.6%).

Four respondents disagreed

(10.5%), and one person strongly disagreed (2.6%).
Of thirty-six persons who had worked for the
church schools, 16

strongly agreed (44.4%); 15 agreed (41.7%), while one
person was undecided (2.8%).

Three persons disagreed (8.3%), and one person strongly

di sagreed

Seventeen persons had worked for the private non-sectarian
schools in Nigeria.

Nine of them strongly agreed (52.9%), and eight

others agreed (47.1%).

In

other words, all the members of this group

supported the statement.

Statement 4:
The State Should Fund Church Schools.

A total

of 118 respondents reacted to this statement.

of them (11.0%) strongly agreed.

persons (17.8%) were undecided.

Thirteen

Forty-five agreed (38.1%), while

21

Twenty-nine persons disagreed (24.6%),

and 10 persons strongly disagreed, representing 8.5%.
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Percenti

1

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N =

118

Figure 5.
Statement 4: The state
should fund church schools.
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Six clergymen responded to this
statement.

strongly agreed,

2

agreed (33.3%), while

3

One of them (16.7%)

others disagreed (50.0%).

This means that 50.0% of the priests
who participated in the research

exercise supported the idea of the state
funding church schools;
another 50.0% were opposed to it.
On relating the responses to the
level

respondents, it was observed that of
education,

2

5

of education of the

persons with only

strongly agreed with the statement (40.0%).

a

high school

Two others

agreed, while one person disagreed.
Of 42 respondents with

a

college education,

5

strongly

agreed (11.9%); 17 agreed (40.5%), while 10 persons
(23.8%) were undecided.

Seven persons disagreed (16.7%) and

3

strongly disagreed

(7.1%).

Sixty-one persons with graduate school education reacted
to
the statement.

Five of them strongly agreed (8.2%); 23 agreed
(37.7%).

Ten persons were undecided (16.4%).

agreed and

5

Eighteen persons (29.5%) dis-

strongly disagreed (8.2%).

The researcher observed that "touchy" issues such as are

reflected in the above statement usually generate

a

relatively more

"undecided" response.
On the work experience of the respondents, the research

revealed that 38 persons had worked with the state school system
Nigeria.

Three of these strongly agreed (7.9%); 18 agreed (47.4%),

while

3

and

strongly disagreed.

3

in

persons were undecided.

Eleven respondents disagreed (28.9%)
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Thirty-six persons had worked for the
church schools.

Of

these, one person strongly agreed
(2.8%); 18 agreed (50.0*); and

were undecided (13.9%).

strongly disagreed

(

11

.

5

Eight persons disagreed
(22.2*), while 4
1

%).

Of 17 persons who had worked with the
private non-sectarian

schools,

3

strongly agreed (17.6%);

undecided (11. 8%).

9

agreed (52.9%), while

One person disagreed (5.9%) and

2

2

were

strongly dis-

agreed (11.8%).

Statement 5:
Church Schools Have More Behavioral Discip
l ine
Than Public Schools.

A total

of 118 persons reacted to this statement.

of them (43.2%) strongly agreed; 34 agreed
(28.8%), while
(5.9%) were undecided.

Fifty-one
7

respondents

Twenty-one persons disagreed (17.8%) and

5

others strongly disagreed (4.2%).
Six of the respondents to this statement were clergymen.

Four

of them strongly agreed (66.7%); one agreed (16.7%); and one was
undecided.

None of them disagreed.
On the educational

background of the respondents, there were

five persons whose highest level of education was high school.

them strongly agreed, representing 80.0%.

Forty-two respondents had

a

One person (20.0%) disagreed.

college background.

these strongly agreed (42.9%); 12 agreed (28.6%), while

cided (4.8%).

Four of

Eighteen of
2

were unde-

Nine persons disagreed (21.4%) and one person strongly

disagreed (2.4%).
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There were

61

college graduates.

Twenty-three of them strongly

agreed (37.7%); 19 agreed (31.1%); and
4 persons were undecided (6.6%).
Eleven persons disagreed (18.0%), while
4 strongly disagreed
(6.6%).
On the work background of the
respondents, 38 persons had

worked with the state schools.
7

Twenty of them strongly agreed (52.6%);

agreed (18.4%), while 4 were undecided
(10.5%).

agreed (13.2%) and

2

strongly disagreed (5.3%).

Thirty-six persons had worked
Nigeria.

Five persons dis-

in

the church school

system in

Fifteen of them strongly agreed (41.7%); 12 agreed
(33.3%);

and 3 were undecided (8.3%).

Five persons disagreed (13.9%), while

one strongly disagreed (2.8%).

Of 17 persons who had worked with the private non-sectarian

schools,

7

persons (41.2%) strongly agreed;

person was undecided (5.9%).

6

agreed (35.3%); and one

Three persons (17.6%) disagreed.

Statement 6:
The State Should Provide Textbooks for School Pupils
in Church Schools.

Of 118 persons who responded to this statement, 16 strongly

agreed (13.6%);
(16.1%).

31

agreed (26.3%), while 19 persons were undecided

Forty-three persons disagreed (36.4%) and

disagreed (7.6%).

Of 6 clergymen,

3

agreed, while

9
3

persons strongly

disagreed.

Relating the statement to the educational background of the

respondents, it was noticed that 16 respondents strongly agreed.
these,
and

7

2

were of high school background, while

were college graduates.

7

Of

were college students

The percentage of those who strongly
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agreed was 13.6.

Thirty-one persons agreed (26.3%).

were in college, 15 were graduates, while
Nineteen persons were undecided
(16.1%).
(36.4%).

had other backgrounds.

Forty-three persons disagreed

Of these, 29 were college graduates,

had high school

9

were in college, one

background, while 4 had other backgrounds.

strongly disagreed.

(7.6%)

2

Of these, 14

Nine people

These included 4 college students,
4 gradu-

ates and one representing other backgrounds.

Of 38 persons who had worked in the state
school
4

strongly agreed (10.5%);

11

agreed (28.9%), while

5

system,

were undecided.

Fourteen disagreed (36.8%), while 4 strongly disagreed
(10.4%).
The researcher was interested in comparing the attitude
of

those who had worked in the state school system with that of
those who
had worked in the church schools.

church school.
(33.3%).

while

3

Thirty-six persons had worked

Of this number, one strongly agreed (2.8%); 12 agreed

Five were undecided (13.9%).
(8.3%)

in a

Fifteen (41.7%) disagreed,

strongly disagreed.

In each of the two

categories above, more people were against

the idea of the state providing textbooks to pupils in church schools

than were for it.

The fact that the two categories of respondents

considered here had served with different educational agencies did
not appear to have an effect on their opinion to any noticeable

degree.
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Percentile

Coded Response

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N

=

118

Figure 6.
Statement 6:
The state should provide
textbooks for school pupils in church schools.
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Statement 7:
There Is Better Sup ervision of
Teachers by Mana gers
~Tn Church Sen oo Is Than in Public
School s
.

A total of 118 persons reacted to
the statement.

of them strongly agreed
cided (7.6%).

(

Thirty-four

28 8 %); 52 agreed (44. IX);
and 9 were unde.

Seventeen persons disagreed
(14.4%), while

6

strongly

disagreed.
Six clergymen reacted to this statement.

agreed representing 66.7 % of the clergy.
disagreed.

Of these, 4 strongly

One clergy agreed, while one

No clergy was undecided.

A look at the level

statement showed that of

5

of education of the respondents to this

persons with

strongly agreed, while the remaining
none disagreed.

In

3

a

high school education,

agreed.

2

None was neutral and

other words, 40.0% strongly agreed, while 60.0%

agreed.

Forty-two persons with
statement.

a

college background reacted to the

Of these, 14 strongly agreed (33.3%); 19 agreed
(45.2%).

Three were undecided (7.1%).

strongly disagreed.

Five respondents disagreed, while one

This meant that 11.9% disagreed, while 2.4%

strongly disagreed.
Sixty-one college students who responded to the statement were

distributed as follows:

14 strongly agreed

while

6

were undecided (4.9%).

while

5

strongly disagreed (8.2%).

(23.0%); 27 agreed (44.3%),

Twelve persons disagreed (19.7%),
Of 10 persons with other back-

grounds, 4 strongly agreed (40.0%) and the rest (60.0%) agreed.

Percentile

Coded Response

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N

=

118

Figure 7.
Statement 7: There is better supervision
of teachers by managers in church schools than in
public schools.
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The researcher wanted to find
out to what extent working
in

state school or working in

above statement.

a

church school affected responses
to the

Of 38 respondents who had worked
in

strongly agreed (28.9%); 19 agreed
(50.0%), while

11

(5.3%).

a

Three disagreed (7.9%) and the remaining

3

state school,

a
2

were undecided

strongly disagreed

(7.9%).

Thirty-six persons had worked for the
church school.
12 strongly agreed

(5.6%).

(33.3%); 15 agreed (41.7%), while

2

Of these,

were undecided

Six persons disagreed and one person
strongly disagreed (2.8%).

The researcher also wanted to know if those
who worked in pri-

vate non-sectarian schools represent an opinion
that is very different

from that of the other two groups already
discussed, namely, the state
and the church employees.

For this information, the researcher

analyzed the responses of 17 persons who fell within
this category.
Three of them strongly agreed (17.6%);
undecided.
(

11

.

Two disagreed (11.8%) and

7

2

agreed (41.2%), while

3

were

others strongly disagreed

8 %).

The researcher remarks that this group, that is who worked
for
the private non-sectarian schools, had the highest percentage of

"Undecided" responses.

Statement 8:
Church School Education Divides Citizens
Along Religious Lines.'

There were 118 respondents to this statement.
them strongly agreed (26.3%); 48 agreed (40.7%), while

Thirty-one of
7

were undecided
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(5.9%).

Twenty-four persons disagreed
(20.3%) and 8 strongly dis-

agreed (6.8%).

Three clergymen strongly agreed
(50.0%), while
One clergyman strongly disagreed
(16.7%).

2

agreed (33.3%).

Again, no clergyman was unde-

cided.

The researcher remarks the pattern
of response to this state-

ment by persons of college background
on the one hand and
college

graduates on the other.

Of 42 persons with

agreed and 3 strongly disagreed.
one person disagreed.

a

college background, 7 dis-

Out of a total of

61

graduates, only

No graduate was undecided.

Thirty-eight persons had worked

in

the state school

system.

Their reaction to the above statement
was distributed as follows:

strongly agreed (36.8%); 15 agreed
(39.5%), while
(7.9%).

3

14

were undecided

Five disagreed (13.2%) and one strongly
disagreed (2.6%).

Thirty-six of the respondents had worked for the
church school.
Of these, 14 strongly agreed (38.9%); 14
agreed (38.9%).
(2.8%) was undecided.

One person

Six persons disagreed (16.7%), while one
person

strongly disagreed.
The reaction of the respondents who had served with
the private,

non-sectarian schools was also looked into.
that category.

Of these,

5

There were 17 persons in

strongly agreed (29.4%);

while one person was undecided (5.9%).

9

agreed (52.9%),

One person disagreed and one

person strongly disagreed.
The overall

reaction to the above statement shows that 67.0%

of the respondents agreed that religious education divides
citizens
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Percentile

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N

=

118

Figure 8.
Statement 8: Church school education
divides citizens along religious lines.
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along religious lines.

Statement 9:
Church School s Produce Adults Who Are M
ore Likely
to Resp ond to Authority Without
Questioning.
A total

of 118 persons responded to the statement.

Twenty

strongly agreed (16.9%); 38 agreed (32.2%); and
15 were undecided
(12.7%).

Thirty-four persons disagreed (28.8%), while

11

strongly dis-

agreed (9.3%).
Six clergymen responded to this statement.

Two of them (33.3%)

strongly agreed; one agreed (16.7%), while one was undecided.
agreed.

Two dis-

Briefly summarized, the survey showed that 50.0% of the
clergy

were of the opinion that church schools produce adults who are
more
likely to respond to authority without questioning.

Analyzing this statement against the educational background of
the respondents, it was observed that of

5

persons of high school train-

ing, 2 agreed (40.0%), one person was undecided, while

(40.0%).

Of 42 with

a

19 agreed

(45.2%);

were undecided (16.7%).

while

5

7

college background,

7

2

disagreed

strongly agreed (16.7%);
Four disagreed (9.5%),

strongly disagreed (11.9%).
Sixty-one college graduates responded to the statement.

these, 12 strongly agreed (19.7%); 14 agreed (23.0%), while

undecided (9.8%).
agreed.

Twenty-four persons disagreed and

5

6

Of

were

strongly dis-

On comparing the views expressed by those of college back-

ground and those of the college graduates, the researcher remarks that
21.4% of the former disagreed, while 47.5% of the latter disagreed.
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Considering the 118 respondents as
this question was as follows:

20 strongly agreed

(32.2%); 15 were undecided (12.7%).

while

group, the reaction to

a

(16.9%); 38 agreed

Thirty-four disagreed (28.8%),

strongly disagreed (9.3%).

11

Among the respondents were 38 persons
who had worked in the
state school system.

The survey showed that of that
number, 9 persons

strongly agreed (23.7%); 15 agreed (39.5%),
while
(15.8%).

6

were undecided

Seven respondents disagreed (18.4%) and one
person strongly

disagreed.
Of the 36 persons who had worked for the church
schools,

strongly agreed (16.7%); 15 agreed (41.7%);
Nine disagreed (25.0%), while

2

4

6

were undecided (11.1%).

strongly disagreed.

A summary of the reaction of those who had served
in state

schools and of those who had served in church schools
showed that
63.2% of those who had served in state schools were
of the opinion that
church schools produce adults who are more likely to respond
to

authority without questioning.

Similarly, 68.2% of those who had

served in church schools shared that view.

Those who worked in private non-sectarian schools reflected

similar majority opinion in support of the statement.
sons responded in this category.
6

agreed (35,3%);

(23.5%) and

2

3

Of these,

were undecided (17.6%).

2

Seventeen per-

strongly agreed (11.8%);
Four persons disagreed

strongly disagreed (11.8%).

The educational agencies where some of the respondents served
did not seem to have had noticeable effect on their views about the
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statement under consideration.

Statement 10:
The state Should Prov ide Textbooks
for
High School Pupils in Church Schools.
A total
8

of 118 persons responded to the statement.

Of these,

strongly agreed (6.8%); 43 agreed (36.4%), while
17 were undecided.

Forty disagreed (33.9%) and 10 strongly disagreed
(8.5%).

words,

51

In

other

persons supported the idea, while 50 were against
it.

The

researcher remarks that the close tie between those
who shared the view
that the state should provide textbooks for high
school
in

pupils who are

church schools and those who did not share that view further

reflects the controversial nature of the research issue.
Six priests reacted to the statement.

while the other

3

disagreed.

Three agreed (50.0%),

No priest took a neutral

position.

The researcher attempted to relate the educational background
of the respondents to their stand on the above statement.

whose highest educational training is high school,
(60.0%); one agreed (20.0%); and one disagreed.
a

college education reacted to the statement.

agreed; 20 agreed (47.6%); and

disagreed (21.4%) and

5

5

3

Of

5

persons

strongly agreed

Forty-two persons with
Of these,

were undecided (11.9%).

strongly

3

Nine persons

persons strongly disagreed (11.9%).

Forty-four

percent of the college graduates disagreed, while 3.1% strongly disagreed.

This analysis reveals that the more academically advanced

respondents did not support the idea of the state to provide textbooks
for high school

pupils in church schools.
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Thirty-eight respondents to the above statement
had worked
the state school

system.

agreed (44.7%); and
(36.8%), while

3

2

in

Two of them strongly agreed
(5.3%); 17

were undecided (5.3%).

Fourteen disagreed

strongly disagreed (7.9%).

Of 36 persons who had worked for the church,
one person

strongly agreed (2.8%); 16 agreed (44.4%); and

2

were undecided (5.6%).

Sixteen persons disagreed (44.4%), while one person
strongly disagreed
(

2 . 8 %).

Seventeen persons had worked in private non-sectarian
schools.
Of these, one person strongly agreed (5.9%);

were undecided (11.8%).

7

agreed (41.2%); and

Seven persons disagreed (29.4%), while

2

2

strongly disagreed (2.8%).

Statement 11:
Religious Education Makes for a Positive Outl ook
”
About Life.

Of 118 persons who responded to the statement, 18 strongly

agreed (15.3%); 53 agreed (44.9%), while 19 were undecided (16.1%).

Nineteen persons disagreed (16.1%) and

9

strongly disagreed (7.6%).

Six clergymen reacted to the above statement.

strongly agreed (33.3%);

2

agreed (33.3%).

Of these,

2

One was undecided (16.7%),

while one disagreed (16.7%).
Looking at the level of training of the respondents, it was
shown that of
one disagreed.

5

persons with high school background, 4 agreed, while
That represented 80.0% and 20.0% respectively.

persons with college background,

9

Of 42

strongly agreed (21.4%); 17 agreed
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(40.5%); and 4 were undecided (9.5%).

Ten disagreed (23.8%) and 2

strongly disagreed (4.8%).
Sixty-one persons were college graduates.

Of these,

strongly

7

agreed (11.5%); 28 agreed (45.9%); and 14
were undecided (23.0%).
persons disagreed (9.8%), while

Six

others strongly disagreed.

6

The researcher was interested in finding
out the extent to

which work experience of the respondents
influenced their opinion on
the above statement.
school

system.

makes for
15.8%.

a

Thirty-eight persons had worked

Of these,

6

Eighteen agreed (47.4%);
3

the state

strongly agreed that religious education

positive outlook about life.

disagreed (23.7%), while

in

2

That number represented

were undecided (5.3%).

strongly disagreed (7.9%).

Thirty-six persons had worked in church schools.
3

persons strongly agreed (8.3%); 18 agreed (50.0%), while

undecided.

Nine persons

Of these,
6

were

Eight respondents disagreed (22.2%) and one person strongly

disagreed (2.8%).
Seventeen persons worked in private non-sectarian schools.

Three of these strongly agreed (17.6%);

undecided (11.8%).

5

agreed (29.4%); and

Four disagreed (23.5%), while

3

2

were

strongly disagreed

(17.6%).
A look at the response pattern of the three groups just dis-

cussed, namely, those who had served in state schools, those who had
served in church-related schools and those who had served in private

non-sectarian schools, shows that in each category more people agree
than disagree that religious education makes for

a

positive outlook
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about life.

Statement 12:
Religious Education Makes Children Over ly
Self-Conscious About Their Actions"'

—

Of 118 persons who responded to this statement,
35 strongly

agreed (29.7%); 43 agreed (36.4%), while
(9.3%).

11

persons were undecided

Twenty-three persons disagreed (19.5%) and

6

strongly dis-

agreed (5.1%).
A total of 6 clergymen reacted to this statement.

Two strongly

agreed (33.3%); one agreed (16.7%); and one was undecided
(16.7%).

Two

disagreed representing 33.3%.
Five persons with

a

high school education as their highest level

of training responded to the statement.

Of these,

strongly agreed

2

(40.0%); one was undecided (20.0%); one disagreed; and one person

strongly disagreed.
There were 42 persons with

a

college education.

strongly agreed (26.2%); 22 agreed (52.4%);

2

Eleven of them

were undecided (4.8%).

Six disagreed (14.3%) and one strongly disagreed (2.4%).

Of

graduates, 20 strongly agreed (32.8%); 18 agreed (29.5%); and

undecided (11.5%).
(

6

.

Twelve disagreed (19.7%), while

4

college

61

were

7

strongly disagreed

6 %).

Thirty-eight respondents had worked
of them strongly agreed (31.6%);

cided (13.2%).
(5.3%).

11

in

state schools.

agreed (28.9%), while

Eight disagreed (21.1%) and

2

5

Twelve

were unde-

strongly disagreed
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Of 36 persons who had worked in
church schools, 13 strongly

agreed (36.1%), 10 agreed (27.8%), while

3

were undecided (8.3%).

Nine

persons disagreed and one strongly
disagreed (2.8%).

People who worked in private non-sectarian
schools showed

similar reaction to the statement; that
means that
supported the statement.
agreed (41.2%);

6

a

majority (76.5%)

Of 17 persons in this category,

agreed (35.3%);

2

7

were undecided (11.8%).

strongly
One dis-

agreed (5.9%) and one strongly disagreed
(5.9%).

Statement 13:
Public School Education Makes People Question
Some Teachings ot the ChurcFT

A total

of 118 respondents reacted to the above
statement.

Eighteen of them strongly agreed (15.3%); 52 agreed
(44.1%); 13 were

undecided (11.0%).

Twenty-nine disagreed (24.6%), while

6

strongly

disagreed (5.1%).
Of

6

clergymen who expressed their opinion about the above

statement, one strongly agreed (16.7%);

3

agreed (50.0%); one was unde-

cided; and one disagreed.
Five of the respondents were high school graduates.

Three

of these agreed (60.0%); one was undecided (20.0%); and one disagreed.

Forty-two persons had
level

of training.

ment (21.4%);

21

a

college education as their highest

Nine of these strongly agreed to the above state-

agreed (50.0%);

disagreed (14.3%) and

2

4

were undecided (9.5%).

strongly disagreed (4.8%).

Six persons
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Among the respondents were

61

college graduates.

strongly agreed (14.8%); 24 agreed
(39.3%);
Nineteen persons disagreed (31.1%),
while

3

6

Nine of these

were undecided (9.8%).

persons strongly disagreed

(4.9%).

Thirty-eight persons had worked in the
state school system.
Five of them strongly agreed
(13.2%); 22 agreed (57.9%); 4 were unde-

cided (10.5%).

Five persons disagreed (13.2%), while
2 strongly dis-

agreed.
Of the 36 persons who had worked in church
schools,

4

strongly

agreed (11.1%); 19 agreed (52.8%), while 4 were
undecided (11.1%).
Nine persons disagreed (25.0%).

Seventeen persons had worked for the private non-sectarian
schools.

Two persons strongly agreed (11.8%); 6 agreed
(35.3%); and

3

were undecided (17.6%).

2

strongly disagreed (2.8%).

Four respondents disagreed (23.5%), while

Statement 14:
Teachers Should Stress Religious Ideals
in High Schools.

All

of the 118 respondents reacted to this statement.

Twenty-

one of them (17.8%) strongly agreed; 48 agreed (40.7%); 10 were unde-

cided (8.5%).

Twenty-six persons disagreed (22.0%), while 13 strongly

disagreed (11.0%).
The distribution of responses by 6 clergymen were as follows:
2

strongly agreed;

2

agreed, and

2

disagreed.

In

other words, 62.0% of

the clergy were of the opinion that teachers should stress religious
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ideals in high schools.

There were
school.

All

5

persons whose highest level of
education is high

Of them agreed with the statement.

Of 42 persons with

college training, 8 strongly agreed
(19.0%); 16 agreed (38.1%); and
2 were undecided (4.8%),
Nine persons disagreed
(21.4%), while 7

strongly disagreed (16.7%).

Sixty-one persons who are college
gradu-

ates had their views distributed as
follows:

(13.1%); 25 agreed (41.0%);

(26.2%), while

5

7

8 strongly agreed

were undecided (11.5%); 16 disagreed

strongly disagreed (8.2%).

Thirty-eight persons had worked for the
state school system.
Eight of these strongly agreed
(21.1%); 16 agreed (42.1%); one person
was undecided (2.6%).

Nine persons disagreed (23.7%) and
4 strongly

disagreed (10.5%).
Of 36 respondents who had worked in church
schools,

strongly agreed (13.9%); 14 agreed (38.9%);

2

5

were undecided (5.6%).

Eleven persons disagreed (30.6%), while 4 strongly
disagreed
(

11

.

1

%).

Seventeen persons who had served with the private nonsectarian schools reacted to this statement.

Four of them strongly

agreed (23.5%); 6 agreed (35.3%); and one person was undecided
(5.9%).
Six persons disagreed (23.5%), while

2

strongly disagreed (11.8%).

A summary of the responses to this statement shows that

a

majority (58.5%) of the respondents would want to see teachers
stress
religious ideals in high schools.
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Statement 15:
The Good Done by church Schools
Is W orth the
~
Honey Spent on ItT
All

of the 118 respondents who participated
in the study

checked the above statement.

Thirty-two (27. 1%) of these strongly

agreed; 55 agreed (46.6%); 17 were undecided
(14.4%).

disagreed (9.3%) and

3

strongly disagreed (2.5%).

Three clergymen out of
statement.

Eleven persons

a

total of 6 strongly agreed with the

That represented 50.0%.

Of the remaining 3, one agreed;

one was undecided; and one disagreed
(16.7%).
All

of the

5

respondents with high school education as their

highest level of training were in support of the statement,

agreeing and

3

2

strongly

agreeing.

Of 42 persons with

(23.8%); 19 agreed (45.2%);

disagreed (11.9%), while

2

college education, 10 strongly agreed

a

6

were undecided (14.3%).

Five persons

strongly disagreed (4.8%).

Sixty-one college graduates reacted to the statement.

Seven-

teen of them strongly agreed (27.9%); 29 agreed (47.5%); and 10 were

undecided.

Four disagreed and one strongly disagreed.

Among the respondents were 38 persons who had worked with the
state school

system in Nigeria.

Seventeen of them (44.7%) strongly

agreed; 12 agreed (31.6%); 4 were undecided (10.5%), while

5

persons

(13.2%) disagreed.

Of 36 persons who had worked with the church school
12 strongly agreed

system,

(33.3%); 15 agreed (41.7%); and 4 were undecided

(11 .1/4)

Five persons disagreed, representing
13.9%,

.

Seventeen persons had worked for the
private non-sectarian
schools.

Four of these (23.5%) strongly agreed;

were undecided (11.8%), while

2

9

agreed (52.9%);

2

disagreed.

A summary of the responses to this
statement showed that 73.7%

of the respondents are of the opinion that
the good done by church

schools is worth the money spent on it.

Statement 16:
Without Religious Education. Morality
Wi
Collapse.
l

Of

a

total

agreed (29.7%).

of 118 respondents, 40 strongly agreed
(33.9%); 35

Seven persons were undecided (5.9%).

Twenty-five per

sons (19.5%) disagreed, while 13 persons or 11.0% strongly
disagreed.

This means that 63.6% of the respondents were of the opinion that

morality would collapse if there was no religious education.
Six clergymen responded to this statement.

strongly agreed (33.3%);

agreed (50.0%).

3

Two of them

One clergyman strongly dis

agreed.

Five persons with
level

high school

education as their highest

of training reacted to the statement.

agreed (40.0%);
(

a

2

Two of them strongly

others agreed (40.0%), while one disagreed

20 0 %).
.

Forty-two persons had

strongly agreed (40.5%);

9

a

college education.

agreed (21.4%);

Seven persons disagreed (16.7%), while

6

3

Seventeen of them

were undecided (7.1%).

strongly disagreed (14.3%).

Percentil

Coded Response

Key:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)
N =

118

Figure 9.
Statement 16: Without religious
education, morality would collapse.
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Of

(29.5%);

21

61

persons who are college graduates,
18 strongly agreed

agreed (34.4%);

agreed (19.7%), while

7

3

were undecided (4.9%); 12
persons dis-

strongly disagreed (11.5%).

Thirty-eight, persons who had worked
in the state school

responded to this statement.
7

agreed (18.4%); and

(15.8%), while

5

2

Eighteen of them strongly agreed
(47.4%);

were undecided (5.3%).

Six persons disagreed

strongly disagreed.

Of 36 persons who had served in the
church school

strongly agreed (33.3%);
cided (8.3%).
(

11

.

1

system

9

agreed (25.0%); and

3

system, 12

persons were unde-

Eight persons disagreed (22.2%) and
4 strongly disagreed

%).

Among the respondents to the above statement
were 17 persons
who had worked in private non-sectarian schools.

agreed (35.3%);

4

Six of these strongly

agreed (23.5%); and one was undecided
(5.9%).

persons disagreed (23.5%) and

2

Four

strongly disagreed.

Statement 17:
As Many Corrupt People in S ociety Attended
Church Schools as Public Schools.

Of 118 persons who responded to this statement, 20 strongly

agreed (16.9%); 48 agreed (40.7%); 24 were undecided
(20.3%).

Twenty

persons disagreed (19.5%), while

A

3

strongly disagreed (2.5%).

remarkable feature of the pattern of response to this statement

comparatively large number of undecided persons.

is

This may reflect, at

least in part, the debate as to whether church school education is

guarantee for moral uprightness.

the

However, the analysis here shows

a
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that 57.6% of the respondents
are of the opinion that as
many corrupt
people in society attended church
schools as public schools.

Six priests responded to this
statement.
(33.3%) strongly agreed;

3

Two of them

agreed (50.0%); and one was
undecided

(16.7%).

There were

5

persons with

high school training.

a

Four of

them (80.0%) agreed to the statement,
while one person was undecided
(20.0%).

Forty-two persons with

statement.

college background reacted to the

a

Eight of these (19.0%) strongly
agreed; 16 agreed (38.1%);

10 were undecided

(23.8%), while 8 strongly disagreed.

graduates, 62.3% agreed to the statement;
undecided; 23.0% disagreed, while
agreed

7

Of

61

college

persons (11.5%) were

persons (3.3%) strongly dis-

2

.

Thirty-eight persons had worked

in the state school

system.

Six of them strongly agreed (15.8%); 18 of them
agreed (47.4%);
sons were undecided (18.4%), while

7

7

per-

others disagreed.

Of 36 persons who had worked for the church schools,
8

strongly agreed (22.2%); 12 agreed (33.3%);

6

were undecided (16.7%).

Nine persons disagreed (25.0%), while one person strongly
disagreed
(

2

.

8 %).

Seventeen persons had worked for the private non-sectarian
schools.

Five of them strongly agreed (29.4%);

one person was undecided (5.9%).

7

agreed (41.2%); and

Three persons disagreed (17.6%),

while one person strongly disagreed.
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^Ruler

Statement 18:
Can U se tHF Public School
His Selfish End.'

to

Further

A total of 118 persons reacted
to the statement.

these strongly agreed (11.0*); 46
agreed (39.0%)
(19.5%)

Thirteen of

23 were undecided

;

Twenty-six persons disagreed
(22.0%), while 10 persons

.

strongly disagreed (8.5%).
Of 6 clergymen who responded to this
statement,
(50.0%) and

3

disagreed.

3

agreed

No clergyman was undecided.

The researcher tried to match the level
of training of the

respondents with their stand on this statement.

Of

5

persons with high

school as their highest level of training,
2 agreed (40.0%); one person was undecided (20.0%), while
2 persons disagreed.

sons had

a

13 agreed

college education.

Nine of them strongly agreed (21.4%);

(31.0%), while 8 were undecided (19.0%).

agreed (16.7%) and

5

Forty-two per-

Seven persons dis-

strongly disagreed (11.9%).

Among the respondents were 38 persons who had worked
state school system.
(50.0%); and

while

6

6

in

the

Two of them strongly agreed (5.3%); 19 agreed

were undecided (15.8%).

Five persons disagreed (13.2%),

strongly disagreed (15.8%).

Thirty-six persons had served

in

the church school

system.

Two

of them or 5.6% strongly agreed; 12 agreed (33.3%), while 8 were unde-

cided (22.2%).

agreed (8.3%).

Eleven persons disagreed (30.6%) and

3

strongly dis-
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Of 17 persons who had worked in
private non-sectarian schools,
3

strongly agreed (17.6%);

(11.8%).
(

11

.

5

agreed (29.4%); and

Five persons disagreed
(29.4%), while

2

2

were undecided

strongly disagreed

8 %).

Sixty-one respondents were college
graduates.

Four of these

strongly agreed (6.6%); 24 agreed
(39.3%), while 12 were undecided
(19.7%).

Sixteen persons disagreed (26.2%),
while

5

strongly dis-

agreed.

Statement 19:

~f theState
Will

Fund s C hurch Schools', Then the
Churches
Build More Schools Than Are rieedecT7
.

Of 118 persons who responded to this
statement, 8 strongly

agreed (6.8%); 22 agreed (18.6%), while 27
were undecided (22.9%),

Fifty-one persons disagreed (43.2%) and 10 strongly
disagreed
(8.5%).

Of

6

clergymen who responded to this statement, only one

(16.7%) agreed that if the state funded church schools, then
the

churches would build more schools than are needed.

The rest (83.3%)

disagreed.

Relating the response to the educational background of the

respondents, it was seen that all the

5

respondents whose highest level

of training is high school regarded the statement as true.
sons with

a

college education, 13 strongly agreed (31.0%); 16 agreed

(38.1%), while
(14.3%) and

Of 42 per-

2

5

were undecided (11.9%).

strongly disagreed (4.8%).

Six persons disagreed

TOO

Sixty-one college graduates
reacted to this statement.
of them strongly agreed
(8.2%);
cided (24.6%).

11

Five

agreed (18.0%), while 15 were
unde-

Twenty-eight persons disagreed
(45.9%) and

2

strongly

disagreed (3.3%).
A summary of the response
to this statement showed
that 30

persons (25.4%) were of the opinion
that if the state funded church
schools, then there was likely to
be a proliferation of non-viable
schools.

Twenty-seven persons were undecided
(22.9%).

Fifty-one per-

sons disagreed (43.2%), while 10
strongly disagreed (8.5%).

One

remarks the relatively high percentage
of those who were undecided.
On the background of the respondents,
38 of them had worked in

the state school
11

system.

agreed (28.9%), while

disagreed (36.8%) and

3

Of these, one person strongly agreed
(2.6%);
9

were undecided (23.7%).

Fourteen persons

strongly disagreed (7.9%).

Thirty-six persons had served with the church
schools.
these strongly agreed (5.6%);

9

agreed (25.0%); and

7

Two of

were undecided.

Eighteen persons disagreed (50.0%).
Of 17 persons who had worked with the private
non-sectarian

schools,

2

strongly agreed (11.8%);

cided (29.4%).

3

agreed (17.6%); and

5

were unde-

Six persons disagreed (35.3%) and one strongly dis-

agreed (5.9%).
A close look at the responses to the above statement, by
per-

sons who had served in education with the various agencies in
Nigeria,

shows that more people disagreed with the statement than agreed with
it.
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statement 20:
_
tnurch School Edu cation Promotes
Brotherly Love,
r

.

.

.

One hundred and eighteen persons
reacted to this statement.

Twenty-seven of them strongly agreed
(22.9%); 58 agreed (49.2%); and
13 were undecided (11.0%).
Sixteen persons disagreed
(13.6%), while
4

strongly disagreed (3.4%).
Much of the argument many Nigerians
advance in favor of

re^ous

education is based on the belief that
religion enhances love

of others and social justice.

This statement was inserted in order
to

test the opinion of Nigerian elites on the
subject.
Six clergymen responded to this
statement.

strongly agreed.

One of them (16.7%)

Three agreed (50.0%), while one person
was undecided.

One clergyman disagreed.

Five persons whose highest level of education
is high school

reacted to the statement.
others agreed (80.0%),

One of them strongly agreed (20.0%); 4

None of them was undecided and none disagreed

with the statement.
Of 42 persons with

a

college education, 13 strongly agreed

(31.0%); 16 agreed (38.1%); and

persons disagreed (14.3%), while

persons were undecided (11.9%).

5
2

strongly disagreed (4.8%).

Sixty-one college graduates responded to the statement.
of them strongly agreed (19.7%);

cided (9.8%).
(3.3%).

31

Six

agreed (50.8%); and

Ten persons disagreed (16.4%) and

2

6

Twelve

were unde-

strongly disagreed
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A look at the work background
of the respondents showed
that

38 persons had worked in the state
school

system in Nigeria.

Twelve

of these strongly agreed to the
statement (31.6*); 16 agreed
(42.1%);
and 2 were undecided ( 5 3 %).
Seven persons disagreed (18.4*),
while
.

one person strongly disagreed
(2.6%).

Thirty-six respondents had worked

in

church schools.

these strongly agreed (22.2*); 20 agreed
(55.6*), while
cided (5.6*).

2

Eight of

were unde-

Five persons disagreed (13.9*), while one
person

strongly disagreed (2.8%).
Of 17 persons who had worked in private
non-sectarian schools,

one person strongly agreed (5.9%);

were undecided (11.8%).

9

agreed (52.9%), while

2

Three persons disagreed (17.6%) and

persons
2

strongly

disagreed.

Summary

The researcher is of the opinion that the high return rate
of
the questionnaire is indicative of the interest the subject
matter may

have generated among the respondents.

The questionnaire appears to

have been an effective instrument in collecting the data.

Comments by

respondents, some of who wrote fairly exhaustively on the issues raised,
showed that the issues are of real concern to the Nigerians sampled.
The diversity of opinion among the respondents reflects the contro-

versial

nature of the subject matter.
The analysis shows:
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1.

That a majority (74.6%) of the
Nigerians
sampled want to see religious ideals
stressed
in the primary schools;

school
2.

58.5% in the secondary

s

That most people (91.6%) favor the
existence
of both public and private schools.

3.

That

a

plurality (49.1%) of the Nigerians

sampled want to see the state fund the church
schools.
4.

Only 39.9% of the sample would agree to the
supply of textbooks to pupils in church
schools by the state;
di

5.

a

plurality (44.0%)

sagreed

That

a

majority (72.9%) of the respondents

agree that teacher supervision is better

in

church schools than in public schools.
6.

That most people (66.8%) agree that church
school education divides citizens along

religious lines.
7.

That most Nigerians sampled (57.6%) believe
that without religious education, morality

would collapse.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Introduction

This chapter aims at summarizing the
research information

generated from the data.
such information.

Conclusions will be drawn on the basis of

Recommendations for further research will be made

for those who may wish to pursue any aspect
of this study further.

The chapter is organized in four sections.

Section

I

includes

comments on the survey results which will be presented
in the form of
a

brief analysis of the result of each statement.

place the findings in
drawn.

a

The idea here is to

perspective from which conclusions may be

Recent (1980) developments in education in Nigeria
will be

brought into focus in order to throw more light on the issue
discussed.
Section

dary

,

II

will

look at different levels of education

— primary,

secon-

and teacher-training--and will make specific recommendations in

respect to each level in the light of new needs.

marize the recommendations.

Section III will

sum-

Section IV will suggest directions for

further research in view of new questions this research may have
raised.

Section I:
Comments on Survey Results

Seven statements which are regarded by the researcher as per-

tinent and crucial have been selected for the purpose of in-depth
104
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discussion in this section.

They are crucial because on
them revolve

the entire bone of contention
between state and church on the
issue of

existence and funding of church schools.

Freedom of worship and of

choice, including choice in education,
are reflected in the selected
statements.

—

S t atement

lj

school^

A majority (74.6%) of the
respondents were of the opinion

Teac hers should stress religious
ideals in primary

that religious education should be
stressed in the schools.

response is not

a

This

surprise to the researcher remembering
that 78.8% of

the respondents are the products of
church schools (Table 1).

The

respondents would want religious instruction
carried on even in the
public high school.

Although

a

majority opinion maintained that denomi-

national religious education should be
stressed in the elementary

schools, the researcher does not share that view.

That is because the

researcher views denominational religion as having
divisive influence.
Children should be taught what unites them as Nigerians.

However, the

researcher is of the opinion that the teaching of comparative
religion
may be permitted in the high schools in order to acquaint
the pupils

with the philosophies of the great religions and the contributions
the
religious institutions have made in the march of civilization.
is

Nigeria

made up of different peoples with different ethnic and cultural group-

ings.

This also suggests

a

diversity

Christians, Moslems, animists, etc.

in

religious beliefs.

There are

This explains why the researcher

favors the teaching of comparative religion in high schools if ever any
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TABLE

1

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY TYPE OF
SCHOOL ATTENDED

Abso ute
Frequency
1

Relative
Frequency

Publ ic School

20

16.9

Church School

93

78.8

5

4.2

Other
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religious studies should feature
in the school curriculum.

The
researcher is of the opinion that
whatever denominational religion
now
exists in public schools should
be erased from the curriculum.
The

family and the church are more
appropriate institutions for religious
indoctrination.

Responding to

a

Nigerian newspaper article which
suggested

that a way to reduce crime wave was
to return church schools taken
over
by the state to their former
proprietors, a contributor had this to
say:
If we can still remember, our
politics in this part of the
country (East) almost hit the rocks in
the first republic
because of religious chauvinism.
It is extremely unwise to
allow a situation where the indoctrination
of our new generation will shatter the solidarity of our
people now and in the
future
1

Statement 3:

We need both public and church schools

overwhelming support (91.6%) for this statement.

.

There was an

The researcher sees

this response as reflecting the democratic nature
of the people of

Nigeria as is also reflected in the constitution of
that country.

It

is the researcher's submission that church
schools had made major con-

tributions in the past, in the area of literacy, and can
still make
more contributions.

The existence of church schools offers parents an

appropriate alternative choice to public school education.
Summarizing the "Public Service of the Lutheran School,"

William A. Kramer had this to say:

^Ogbuvor Achike, Daily Times (Nigeria), Friday,

4

July 1980.
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1

.

2

.

They provide

a religious base for
moral responsibility
CraC " because they Inculcate
religious^*
^
? h which
H
truths
are basic to democratic livinq
They teach love and respect for
superiors
includinn
deluding
government officials on all levels
t e
Para le system of education, they
stimulate
5L l!public
M- schools,
l
3
the
and they help to guard aqainst
an
9
undesirable state monopoly in education.
heir academic standards at least
match those of the
public schools.

r

3.
4.

5.

d d

T

Added to the above, the researcher
is aware that most religious
faiths encourage their members to
vote and to enlist for the defense
of
the nation if the need to do so arises.
A recent

Lagos, Nigeria.

(1980) constitutional

The Lagos State Government had declared
all fee-paying

primary schools as illegal.
of Lagos filed

issue arose in the High Court of

a

suit seeking

Seven parents and the Catholic Archbishop
a

court injunction to restrain the said

state government from enforcing that declaration.
In

his ruling, the presiding judge held that
"government plans

to abolish fee-paying primary schools is a
violation of their funda-

mental rights."

The court affirmed Section 35(3) of the Nigerian

Constitution.
The researcher's stand in this case is that private and
church

schools can and should co-exist.

The state should not feel bound to

support the church schools financially but should not prevent such

2

Wi 1 1 iam A. Kramer, "Public Service of the Lutheran School," in
Religion Government, and Education ed. William W. Brickman and Stanley
Lehrer (New York:
Society for the Advancement of Education, 1961),
,

p.

62.
3

Pai1y Times (Lagos), Saturday, 19 July 1980.
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schools from charging moderate
fees.

Parents who wish to support

church schools should not be
prevented from doing so.
S tatement 4:

—

The state should fund church
schools

A plurality

(49.1%) of the respondents agreed with
the statement.

In other words,
they were of the opinion that
church schools should be funded
with tax

money.

The controversial nature of this
issue of funding for church

schools may have accounted for the
relatively high percentage of

"undecided" respondents.
While discussing Statement

3

above, the researcher had pointed

out that church schools perform secular
functions also.

If these

schools meet public need, it would only be
logical that they should be

supported by the public, using public funds.

This was done during the

colonial administration and continued until 1970
in Nigeria by way of

grants-in-aid.

Grants-in-aid consisted of lump sum payments to the

private school proprietors.
capital expenditure.

It covered staff salaries, equipment
and

One result of this system was denominational

rivalry as each voluntary agency struggled for the
biggest piece of the
financial
a

pie.

The researcher, as

a

participant observer, did notice

proliferation of non-viable schools and unhealthy rivalry among
the

private school proprietors.

Another result was that it was difficult

for the donor to distinguish between use of this money for secular

purposes and use of it for the propagation of sectarian religion.

Many have argued that if church schools are financed from tax
sources, the schools lose their private character as they are likely to

no
be exposed to public scrutiny.
so also the Jews.
Mr.

In the

The Baptists tend to share
this view;

"Everson Versus Board of Education"
case,

Justice Jackson dissenting said,
"We cannot have it both ways.
5

If

the government insists on withholding
funds from religious schools, it
must, under the same First Amendment,
give up its control of such

religious institutions." 4

Another argument frequently advanced
against supporting church
schools with public funds is that it is
regarded as unfair to tax

people for the support of
in.
a

a

religious faith which they do not believe

George Hunston Williams of Harvard Divinity
School describes such

situation as "taxation without salvation."

A bishop of the

Methodist Church in the New York area once raised
an important question.

He wanted to know if a Jew was expected
to pay taxes for the

support of the Roman Catholic parochial education
when he believes
that in some quarters the emphasis is of such

a

nature as to promote

anti-Semitism.
While he has no objection to direct public aid to children
in

church-run schools, the researcher is of the opinion that public
money
should not be used to support church schools themselves.

expansion of public school education

is

a

If necessary,

more appropriate way to pro-

vide education to all children free of charge.

4

330 U.S.

1

(1947).

5

George Hunston Williams, Public Aid to Parochial Education
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Harvard Law School Forum, 1951), p. 10.
6

G.

Bromley Oxnam, Ibid

.

,

p.

29.

Ill

Sta tement 6:

The state shoul d

ch u r ch schools

p rovide

textbooks for school pupil. in

Most respondents (44.0%)
did not favor the idea of
using public money to provide
textbooks for pupils in church
schools.
This represented a narrow margin
of difference in opinion when
compared with 39.9% in favor.
The researcher is inclined
toward support.

ing the statement.

The direct beneficiary of the
books is the pupil

and to parents rather than the
school

the child attends.

Such books

given to the pupil by the state
are meant to enhance standard and
in
no way does it aid religion.

The position taken by the researcher
is

based on the Child Benefit Theory which
had been discussed at length
in

Chapter

II

of this work.

Court decisions on issues relating to

direct aid to the child have in many cases
favored the child.

Related

issues to this are funding of school meals
by the state and school bus

service for children in parochial schools.
A recent (1980)

pronouncement by the Kwara State Government in

Nigeria assured private school proprietors that
their post primary

institutions would not be taken over by the state.

The policy of the

state government was stated as that of partnership
and cooperation with

proprietors.

7

While the researcher welcomes the idea of cooperation
between

church and state in education, it is necessary to define clearly
the
areas of cooperation and the extent to which such cooperation
is to be

carried.

If that state government intends to continue with the
system

7

Paily Times (Lagos, Nigeria), Saturday, 19 July 1980,

p.

3
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of grants-m-aid

,

as was the case during the
colonial

1970, it might be necessary to review
that policy.

days and before

On the other hand,

if it is cooperation based on
direct service to the child and the

parents, it could be

Statement
c hurch

—

7:

a

progressive step.

The re is better supervision of teachers
by managers in

sch ools than in public schools

.

Most respondents (72.9%) were

of the opinion that teacher supervision
is better in church schools
than in public schools.

Some were of the opinion that supervision
of

teachers in church schools was thorough only on
religious matters and
that not much attention was given to secular
subjects.

Others main-

tained that the decentralized nature of the church
schools made supervision in them easier and more effective than
supervision in the public
schools.

The researcher recalls that in many private school
situations,

the proprietor was also the principal

lived in the school

premises.

or manager who, in many cases,

Thus, supervision of school work was not

limited to the usual school hours.

The manager interacted with staff

informally after school hours as well.

Boarders received extra help by

way of planned and supervised study hours.

It

is

the researcher's

opinion that the proximity of the church school manager to the school
removed much of the administrative red-tape which is prevalent in the
public school system.

When teachers required new school supplies, such

as curriculum materials, a supervisor was able to make them readily,

sooner than is possible in the case of state-managed schools.
cases, the manager of

a

parochial

In

many

school was also a clergyman or woman
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who held a leadership position in the
community.
in the social

He or she participated

and cultural life of the society and
performed liaison

functions between the school and the
community.

Community participa-

tion in school affairs generally had
an effect on what went on in the

classroom.

Statement
lines.

8:_

C hurch

school

education divides citizens along religious

The feedback from respondents showed that
66.8% of them were of

the opinion that church school

nation such as Nigeria.

tionnaire:

education has

a

divisive influence on

a

A respondent wrote at the bottom of the
ques-

Brotherly love is possible among people of the same
faith."

The researcher agrees with the majority opinion
here and regards the

above comment as reflecting the views of many Nigerians
who have

expressed concern over the effects of religion on the politics
of the
nation.

One notes the conflict in the responses between recognizing
of

religion as

a

divisive factor in society on the one hand, and advocat-

ing the existence of church schools on the other.

The researcher's

interpretation of this conflict is that despite the shortcomings of
the
church schools, they have desirable contributions to make to society,

especially in the areas of literacy and manpower development.

Nigeria

can learn from the sad experiences of countries that have been torn

apart by religious turmoil.

Countries that are usually described as

"Christian" have within the same Christianity factions that are

intolerant of the religious views of others.
of the political

The researcher is aware

situation in Ireland, Lebanon, the Republic of Chad,
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to name a few, and is of the opinion
that

a

good part of the problems

there dre attri butable to religious
causes.
The Netherlands continues to have

schools segregated on religious basis.

a

three-track system of

Public schools, Roman Catholic

schools, and Protestant schools stand
side-by-side in so many places
that almost any child can receive an
education beginning in the kinder-

garten and extending to the university
without ever coming into contact

with students who are being brought up in
from his or her own. 8
avoid.

a

religious faith different

This is the sort of situation which Nigeria
must

The divisive influence of religion must
be recognized and pre-

cautionary measures taken to avoid explosive
situations.

One only needs

to look at the number of factions or denominations
within the Christian

faith or Moslem faith to appreciate the strong
divisive potential of

religion.

Lasswell

,

Burma and Aronson, who have done

a

lot of work in

sociology, had this to say:

Only insofar as religion comes to play a lesser role in men's
lives, can the potential for religious conflict become
weaker.
... but insofar as religion is important to men, it constitutes the potential battle lines along which men may divide
when conditions are right.

Statement 16:

Without religious education, morality will collapse

.

Most respondents (63.6%) were of the opinion that without religious

g

I. N. Thut and Don Adams, Educational Patterns in Contemporary
Societies (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), p. 213.

g

Thomas E. Lasswell, John H. Burma, and Sidney H. Aronson,
Introductory Readings in Sociology; Life in Society (Chicago: Scott,
Foresman and Company, 1965), p. 407.
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education, morality would collapse.

This response reflects the
views

of many religious people in Nigeria.

People who hold this view con-

tend that the struggle between
church and state over the control
of

education is based on the "good" intentions
of the church to reinforce

morality in public life presumably
through religious practices.

It is

not uncommon to hear the church
interests talk about "God-centered"

education or at other times, "education
without God."

These phrases

featured prominently in Eastern Nigeria
(1950's) when the first
attempts to introduce the Universal Primary
Education (UPE) were made.
The researcher is of the opinion that
morality could be high
even in a society that does not believe in
deities.

Religious instruc-

tion may represent a way of deriving morals
from the religious texts

and by adherents.

It is the researcher's recommendation
that Moral

Instruction derived from secular sources should be taught
in the public
schools.

No denominational

religion may be taught in public schools

during school hours.

Section II:
Implications of the Study/
The ModeT

The implications of this study may be viewed from the following

perspectives
1.

Pol icy-makers

2.

Church clientele

in

education

This research is expected to serve as input in the decision-

making process for policy makers

in

education.

The feedback from
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respondents appears to steer the middle
course between total control
and management of schools by the
state on the one hand and private

proprietorship on the other.

The findings indicate that
partnership in

education is not only possible

in

Nigeria but is recommended.

It is

left to the people to determine the
areas in which cooperation will

best serve the interests of the nation.
The church clientele should see freedom
of worship as
mental right which demands responsibility.

a

funda-

The avoiding of religious

conflict and keeping the peace are the
responsibilities of all citizens.

The call on the various religious denominations
which have

expertise and experience in the educational service to
participate
the education of the youths of the country may be seen as

unity of purpose among the various sects.

a

call

for

Loyalty to the family, the

neighborhood, and to sectarian religion should be seen as
instrument toward

a

in

a

pragmatic

wider concept of loyalty to the nation and toward

international understanding.

Philosophy:

Toward national goals

.

Like a country that won her inde-

pendence only two decades ago (1960), Nigeria

is

faced with lots of new

problems, new challenges and new aspirations, all of which are associated with nation-building.

The role which the present and future

generations will be expected to play

in

shaped by an effective public school

system.

meeting these goals can be
The researcher's stay in

the United States of America has convinced him that Nigeria, and in
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fact all Africa, cannot be taken
seriously in world affairs, if she

does not pursue, as

a

matter of urgency, science and
technology.

order to achieve this goal, the state
should show leadership
educational planning process.

in

In

the

Highly skilled manpower will be
required

if the development of science and
technology is to be

a

reality.

Nigeria has an abundance of natural
resources, including materials.

The industry should be in the hands of
the natives.

schools should be used as
natives.

a

The public

starting point in the training of these

Abdul -Aziz El-Koussey puts it this way:

Unless human resources are drawn out, disciplined,
and utilized, natural resources will either be dormant
or be
wasted.
The awakening and development of human resources
is the very essence of education. 10
The researcher is of the opinion that in order to be
interested
in technical

school education, the dignity of manual

be recognized.

The elementary schools can be used to create this aware-

ness, by weaving into the curriculum, subjects of

agricultural

labor must first

a

practical nature--

science as well as the experimental aspects of other

physical sciences.
The state should invest more in the training of science teachers
than she has ever done.

More schools of science and technology should

be established to produce both intermediate and advanced-level manpower.

The foundations that will eventually lead to the realization of these

10 Abdul-Aziz El-Koussy,

"The United Arab Republic," in
Theodore L. Reller and Edgar L. Morphet, Comparative Educational
Administration (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey^ Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
19627, pp. 332-350.
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goals should be laid at the elementary
school

level.

Children should be taught to regard
themselves first as

Nigerians and later as members of any association
to which they may
choose to belong.

The researcher sees the church as
an association of

believers which should be allowed to operate
without state interference
but which must not take over the functions
of the state.

The role

which education had played in the colonial days
is aptly summarized by
Abdul -Aziz El

Koussy who has served in various capabilities
in educa-

tion for the government of Egypt.

Abdul

observed:

Education was in the past a means of fabricating tools
for
the governing body whose principal aim was to have
better control over the people.
Today, education aims at bringing up a
generation whose members are free from inferiority and
anxiety, full of dignity and self-respect, inspired by selfconfidence, believe in their country and in God, conscious of
themselves as citizens of
and of the world as a whole;
a generation more productive and cooperative in
building up
peace for this country and for the world. 1 1
.

.

.

Religious groups who wish to run elementary or secondary schools
and who meet the conditions prescribed by the state ministry of educa-

tion should be allowed to open.

Total

come from parents who use them.

The ministry of education should

support for such schools should

closely monitor the activities of such schools
public from exploitation.

in

order to protect the

Parents who use private schools should be

involved in major decisions affecting their children, including fixing
the fees charged.

The age of grants-in-aid to private elementary and

secondary schools should be over because the state now has both the

1

Ibid

.

,

p.

337.
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material and human resources with
which to run the schools directly.

Elementary schools

The federal and state governments
should continue

.

with the policy of making education free
and available to all children
of school age.

The Universal

Primary Education (UPE) policy which

seeks to educate all children should be
kept alive as

producing enlightened citizens in

a

democracy.

a

step toward

Elementary school edu-

cation should continue to be the responsibility
of state governments in
the first instance.
go to local

A measure of delegation of
responsibilities should

authorities and the communities.

The researcher recommends

that all elementary schools should "go public."

The state should use

the public school to translate in concrete terms
the concept of equal

educational opportunity.

With the abolition of school fees for public

schools, the stage, as is true now, is set for children
to receive as

much education as they are capable of receiving, without suffering
any
financial disability.

State control and management of schools will make

more effective planning for education.

for

a

all

children will then be

in

a

Access to education for

sure means of discovering talents which will

turn determine the type of skills

a

particular child should be

encouraged to acquire.

Secondary schools

.

The federal and state governments should continue

with the policy of providing tuition-free secondary education

in

public

schools for all youth.
Parents should, however, have the option of sending their children to parochial

secondary schools.

Public money should not go into
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private schools except by way of
direct aid to the children.

If the

state is distributing textbooks to
pupils in public elementary or
secondary schools, the same privilege
should be extended to those in
the
parochial

schools.

Free medical

facilities, transportation of children

to and from school, where such service
exists,

dren no matter what schools they attend.

should be for all chil-

It is the researcher’s conten-

tion that the subsidy now made available
for some secondary school

boarders should be extended to all children
in parochial
schools.

The state should, however, set up

a

secondary

machinery to ensure that

no part of that money is used for purposes
other than that for which it

was meant.

The argument here is that the child is the direct
consumer

of the type of benefit described above and not
the school

he or she

attends.

Denominational religion in public schools
with

a

.

Nigeria is made up of people

variety of backgrounds in religion— the Moslems, the Christians,

each with a number of denominations or sects.

A lot of people in

Nigeria do not belong to any of the above groups.
traditional

thinkers.

There are African

religionists and others who describe themselves as freeThe researcher believes that no single religion can be or

should be described as state religion for Nigeria and because of competing creeds,

tional

it is

in

the best interest of Nigeria and its future educa-

system to keep religion separated from state matters.

The

researcher is of the opinion that the public schools should be insulated
from denominational evangelizing influences.

The homes, the mosques and
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the churches are the more appropriate
places for initiating the youth
into the religion of their parents.

expected to provide

a

The public schools should not
be

captive audience for religious
indoctrination.

Children in public schools should have the
opportunity to meet their

religious obligations preferably after school
hours and outside the
school

premises.

Teacher education.

Before the state takeover of schools in
1970, each

voluntary agency that rendered educational services
trained her own
teachers.

Basically, teacher training colleges belonged,
to one of the

following agencies:
1

The federal government

.

2.

The state government

3.

The county

4.

The religious interests

The private non-sectarian proprietors of schools ran no teachers'

colleges.

Presently (1980), teacher training has become

government project.

a

federal

The researcher is of the opinion that responsi-

bility for teacher preparation should be jointly shared by the federal
and state governments.

This should ensure cohesion in planning and

coordination of effort.
It is also the researcher's view that teachers trained by the

various religious agencies tended to be instruments for the propagation of the religious beliefs of a particular agency.

itself had

a

The training

divisive influence because teachers brought up

in one
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faith saw themselves first as members
of that faith and only secondly
as the professional

colleagues of those trained by other
agencies.

Thus, teachers could not put up

a

united front necessary to enhance
the

profession, or to bargain for an improved
condition of service.
dual

The

system of control of education, by
the state and by the church,

should end in favor of state control.

Communities who want

a

church-

related teachers college in order to
provide teachers for their churchrelated schools should be allowed to open
and to run such

Grants-in-aid should not be granted.

The school

a

college.

should be expected to

conform with state standards.
Related to the question of teacher training are
teacher mobility
and teacher reward.

Before government took over the control and manage-

ment of all schools,

a

teacher who served with one religious
agency

could hardly secure employment with another church agency.

This made

it almost impossible for a teacher affected by
retrenchment in one

agency to be employed elsewhere even where openings existed.
Many respondents to the questionnaire expressed the view that

conditions of service for teachers in the voluntary agency schools were

extremely poor and exploitative.
two of such private school

This researcher who had served with

agencies in Eastern Nigeria was aware of the

fact that teachers who served under such agencies had no graded system
of promotion.

equally

The highly motivated teacher and the truant were treated

A

in

terms of reward.

In

view of new needs in education in Nigeria, this researcher

is of the

opinion that teaching service should be integrated and managed
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by the state.

Section III;
Summary of Recommendations

In the

light of the diversity of peoples in
Nigeria and the need

to educate every person,

the researcher would like to make the
following

recommendations
1.

That in keeping with the democratic nature of

Nigerian life, parents should have the choice of

where to educate their children and of what
type of education they would want them to

receive.

Parents who need religious elementary

and secondary schools should finance such

schools.
2.

That religious bodies who wish to open and run
their schools should be allowed to do so if they

meet the conditions set by the state ministry of

education
3.

That public education should be made available
to all

children free of charge.

the public school

To achieve this,

system should be expanded,

emphasized and encouraged.
4.

That public schools must not be used for purposes
of indoctrination in denominational religion.

Such indoctrination (if desired) should be handled
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in
5.

the family, church or mosque.

That benefits offered by the
state and which go

directly to the children should be
extended to
all

children, irrespective of the
schools they

attend.

Such benefits include:

(a) Medical

services

(b)

Free books

(c)

Subsidy to feed boarders. The state
should take adequate measures to
ensure that such money is not used
to finance religion.

(d)

Free transportation to and from
school (where such a program exists).

Section IV;
Need for Further Research

There are many areas in church-state relations that
are likely
to generate interesting research information.

This researcher will

be

concerned basically with some of the questions raised in
this work
because information from such research is likely to
supplement some of
the deficiencies of the work.

The researcher would suggest the follow-

ing area:
1.

Who selects church schools for the child--the

parent or the church?
2.

Where is "better" education to be found--the

church school or the public school?
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3.

Do the products of public
schools make more

loyal

citizens than the products of
church

school s?
4.

What can the public schools learn
from church

schools in terms of behavior,
management and

teaching/learning skills?
With reference to the question of
who decides whether the child
is to attend a church school

or a public one, opinion is divided.

One

line of thinking is that it is actually
the church which persuades

parents to send their children to the
church school.
is

In

some cases, it

suggested that some churches threaten to
impose sanctions on parents

who send their children to schools other
than the one set up by the par-

ticular religious faith.

Such sanctions may include temporary with-

drawal of the parent from active participation
in church activities.

People who maintain this view offer it as an
explanation as to why the

churches often hammer on the right of parents when it
comes to choosing
schools for their children.
feel

One might ask:

What makes the churches

that once that right is exercised, it will

be in favor of church

school s?

Many more questions arise when one attempts to define "better"
education.

The long argument as to what indices should be used to

measure "better" education is yet to be resolved

in educational

circles.

There are people who maintain that "better" education is available in

private schools; others say it is in the public school.

suggests further research in this area if by so doing

a

The researcher

clearer
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definition of "better
It

'

1

education can be arrived at and
measured.

is the researcher's

submission that every school
program

aims at producing citizens who,
in addition to possessing
other good

qualities, are loyal to the nation,

who does this job better-the

public school or the private school?
turn out graduates who excel

in

school

Is

it possible for a school

subjects but who readily evade

taxes or who do not see why they
should vote at elections?
in this area

is

to

likely to be interesting.

Research

Thus, in defining "better"

education, these aspects of training should
be considered.
The fourth and last area suggested by this
researcher for fur-

ther research will

be an attempt to find out what the
public schools

can learn from the private schools in the area
of organization,

behavior, and learning or teaching skills.

The researcher feels that

there must be certain qualities which the private
schools possess which

make many parents willing to pay for what is otherwise
free to them
public schools.

in
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE SOUTH

January 22, 1980

The
The
575
New

Information Officer
Nigerian Consulate
Lexington Avenue
York, New York
10022

Dear Sir:
I
am Raphael Njoku, a doctoral student
of Education at the Amherst
Campus of the University of Massachusetts.
I
am requesting of your office
f Nl ?® rians of Imo state origin
who reside in New York City
I
?
intend to mail out questionnaires to them in
connection with a proposed
study and dissertation.
The list will be used for this
purpose only

I

can count on your cooperation.

Thanks.
Yours faithfully,

Raphael Njoku
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE SOUTH

January 22, 1980

The Secretary
Owerri Division Union
New York, New York 10022

Dear Sir:
am a doctoral student at the Graduate School of Education,
I
am collecting data for my disUniversity of Massachusetts at Amherst.
I
sertation.
and mailing
This will

The purpose of this letter is to request of you the names
addresses of all Owerri students who reside in New York' City.
enable me to forward to them questionnaires in connection with
The questionnaire is for Nigerians of
study and dissertation.
origin.
The names and addresses will be used for this purpose

May I thank you in advance for your help in this study.
ward to your early response.
Yours faithfully.

Raphael

Njoku

a

proposed

Imo State

only.
I

look for-
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE SOUTH

April

25, 1980

The Information Officer
The Nigerian Consulate
575 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Dear Sir:
A

REMINDER!

wish to remind you of my letter of January 22, 1980.
I
I
requested
list of I mo State students who reside in New York City.
I
explained in
that letter that I requested the list to enable me to mail out questionnaires in connection with a proposed study and dissertation.

a

I

shall

be grateful

if the list would be made available to me.

Thanks.

Yours faithfully,

Raphael Njoku
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January 22, 1980

Dear Fellow Nigerian:

1

sibly for articles iS^pSJeSlS:.?
Ji u Sal

May

I

0

^

"* dlSSertation and

P°-

thank you in advance for your
help in this study.
Yours faithfully,

Raphael Njoku
Center for International

Education
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RESEARCHER:
RAPHAEL NJOKU
c/o Center for International
Education
Hills House South
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NIGERIANS

PURPOSE:

This study will enable us to share
your views about church
school and public school education in
Nigeria
.

INSTRUCTIONS:

For each statement, circle the most
suitable of five
possible responses:

Strongly Agree (SA)
Agree (A)
Undecided (U)
Disagree (D)
Strongly Disagree (SD)

Teachers should stress religious ideals
in primary schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

2.

Only public schools should operate in
Nigeria

SA

A

U

D

SD

3.

We need both public and church schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

4.

The state should fund church schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

5.

Church schools have more behavioral
discipline than public schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

6.

The state should provide textbooks for
school pupils in church schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

7.

There is better supervision of teachers
by managers in church schools than in
public schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

8.

Church school education divides citizens
along religious lines.

SA

A

U

D

SD

9.

Church schools produce adults who are
more likely to respond to authority
without questioning.

SA

A

U

D

SD
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10.

11

12.

13.

14.

15.

The state should provide textbooks
for
high school pupils in church schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

Religious education makes for
outlook about life.

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

Public education makes people question
some teachings of the church.

SA

A

U

D

SD

Teachers should stress religious ideals
in high schools.

SA

A

U

D

SD

The good done by church school
the money spent on it.

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

a

positive

Religious education makes children
overly self-conscious about their
actions

is worth

16.

Without religious education, morality
would collapse.

17.

As many corrupt people in society
attended church schools as public
school s.

18.

A ruler can use the public school to
further his selfish end.

SA

A

U

D

SD

19.

If the state funds church schools, then
the churches will build more schools
than are needed.

SA

A

U

D

SD

20.

Religious education promotes brotherly
relationships.

SA

A

U

D

SD

PERSONAL DATA
(YOUR NAME IS NOT REQUIRED.)

Please check.
Sex
Mai e

Female

147

Age
18-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61

and over

Location of Your Home
City
Rural

Type of Elementary School Attended
Public School
Church School
Other

Were You Educated In:
A City
A Rural

Area

Did You Work in a School

Yes
No

Are You

a

Clergyman?
Yes
No

Did You Work In

:

Church School
State School
Other

in Nigeria?

148

Your Highest
Level of Education

:

-

High School
College
Graduate
Other
-

Number of Years Worked in
I

a

State School

a

Church School

a

Private Non-Sectarian School:

- 5

6-10
15

II

16-20
21 and over
None

Number of Years Worked in
I

5

6-10
15

II

16-20
21 and over
None

Number of Years Worked in
I

5

6-10
II

15

16-20
21 and over
None

Would you like to be interviewed?
If "Yes", your telephone:

Yes

No

(optional).

Please write any comments you may have about this topic on the space
below or on the back of this page.
Thank you.
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COMMENTS FROM RESPONDENTS

The space that was provided at the bottom of
the questionnaire
enabled the respondents to express their views
in greater detail
The
researcher hereby publ ishes extracts of such views.
The exact words
and phrases used by the respondents have been
retained as far as possible.
No attempt has been made to sort or classify
the information
The comments are as follows:
Revival of this issue will not be welcome in Nigerian
Education.
It had cost time and trouble to bring the
schools under the state; they should remain so.

Church schools perpetuate foreign culture.
Church and state should be apart.

Brotherly love is possible among people of the same
faith.

Churches should manage some schools provided teachers
are given a befitting status.

Teachers see government management of schools as
relief.
Standard of behavioral discipline
since state take-over.

in

a

biay

schools has fallen

Private individual proprietorships should be allowed.
The state should provide books except books on religion.

Give moral instruction and some non-sectarian religion.
Religion is interwoven with discipline and children
need it at least at the elementary school level.

Church schools condition children to pretend. Such
children become unpredictable and untrustworthy citizens.

Churches should be allowed to build schools if they have
the funds.

155

Religious instruction should be "recessive"
in the life
of pupils rather than dominant.

Freedom of worship should be allowed in both
church and
state schools.
Church schools should compete with state
schools.
Too bad to make religion compulsory in any
school
vate or public.

’

pri-

Religion is an obstacle to unity in Nigeria.

Bureaucracy makes public schools inefficient.
Managers and teachers do not respond adequately to pupils'
needs in public schools.
Church schools provide quality education.
Church and state schools should co-exist.

Politicians exploit religion to their advantage.
Church schools no longer meet their expectation.
Profit motives make church schools unable to employ
qualified staff— affecting standard.

Private and mission schools exploit the nation.

Standard of education has fallen since the state took
over schools.
Public schools pay no attention to character.

Religious emphasis in education destroys one's ability to
reason.
It restricts revol utionary thinking which is the
basis for improvement and achievement.
Religion should be optional

in

schools.

Church schools encourage separatism.

Churches should teach their members in their church.
No standard has fallen since state take-over of schools.
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Education is cheaper since the state took over
schools.
People who paid high fees for education tend to
indulge
in corrupt practices to recover their
money.

Church schools produce people who are not daring and who
are afraid to succeed.
Keep religion out of school.

Children should not go to church through the school
A teacher is different from a preacher.

Church school staff are more dedicated.

.

